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Abstract

Learning to Predict Human Behavior from Video
by
Panna Felsen
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Jitendra Malik, Chair
In recent times, the field of computer vision has made great progress with recognizing and
tracking people and their activities in videos. However, for systems designed to interact dynamically with humans, tracking and recognition are insufficient; the ability to predict behavior is
requisite. In this thesis, we introduce various general frameworks for predict human behavior at
three levels of granularity: events, motion, and dynamics. In Chapter 2, we present a system that
is capable of predicting future events. In Chapter 3, we present a system that is capable of personalized prediction of the future motion of multi-agent, adversarial interactions. Finally, in Chapter
4, we present a framework for learning a representation of human dynamics that we can: 1) use to
estimate the 3d pose and shape of people moving in videos, and 2) use to hallucinate the motion
surrounding a single-frame snapshot. We conclude with several promising future directions for
learning to predict human behavior from video.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
People are everywhere! There are roughly 7.7 billion people in the world, and by nature, human
beings are social, constantly interacting with each other. Humans are all the time anticipating
how others will react and respond to their own actions, and these anticipations help shape daily
interactions. Providing machines with the ability to understand and reason about human behavior
is arguably one of the most important, intriguing, and potentially useful challenges of modern
engineering. Applications are ubiquitous, including automating surveillance, helping care for the
elderly or disabled, self-driving cars, and providing sports coaching. As Kenneth Craik famously
wrote in 1943, an organism that carries a small-scale model of reality and its own possible actions
is better prepared to react to future situations.
To that end, in this thesis, we present methods for learning to predict a variety of human behaviors from video. Broadly, our predictions are at three levels of granularity: events, motion
trajectories, and dynamics. In general, structured environments, such as roads, subway stations,
airports, restaurants, gyms, and sports matches provide good settings for developing methods to
understand and predict human behavior. Their spatio-temporal data has many useful properties
that make them favorable settings for studying human behavior. Most importantly, behaviors in
these environments are well-defined.
In the first two parts of this thesis, we focus on the sports context. The sports setting is not at
all contrived. People all over the world like to watch, play, analyze, and predict sports matches.
Of the top ten most popular sports in the world, association football (soccer) is the most popular
with an estimated 3.5 billion fans. And, American football is the least popular with an estimated
only 400 million fans. Not to mention, over the last year, many states in the United States have
legalized online sports betting, so accurate sports predictions could become lucrative.
This vast interest in sports across the world has helped motivate research on sports analytics and
various sports-related computer vision problems. Prior to recent advances, and this was only within
the last twenty years, players were recruited for major league baseball according to how much they
looked like a baseball player. Scouts would often go with their gut feeling on a recruit, which
was primarily based on the players athleticism. The failure of Billy Beane to reach his predicted
potential, along with the limited budget of the Oakland As helped spark a revolution in baseball
analytics, where the As began recruiting players based on their ability to get on base. Instead of
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buying players, the As focused on buying runs. Their innovative strategy led to an historic twenty
consecutive wins in their 2002 season.
Until recently, most analyses of players and teams were based on easily-measurable statistics,
such as field goal percentage or number of assists. These statistics give a limited view of a players
game play. For example, in the 1995/96 NBA season, Michael Jordan scored 42.7% of his attempts
from three point range. A year later, he only scored 37.4%. Did he become a worse long-range
shooter? Or was he just more closely guarded, and hence taking more difficult shots? These are
questions that cannot be answered without more information, such as player trajectories.
Eight years ago, the NBA started recording player and ball point trajectories in an overhead,
court-space. The availability of player and ball tracking data has led to many new analyses. Including, identifying where on the court individual players are efficient shooters, methods for automatically recognizing ball screens and the defenses response to a screen, automatic play retrieval,
and an imitation learning-based approach for developing coordinated movement policies for the
players on defense.
From a computer vision perspective, in sports videos, player detection and tracking has long
been a favorite and particularly challenging application domain, as players move quickly, undergo frequent occlusions, and wear similar-looking uniforms. One of the classic tracking techniques, mean shift tracking [28], was first demonstrated on American football players. Sports
have also been a popular setting for action recognition with datasets such as UCF 101 [115], UCF
Sports [109], Stanford Olympics [94]. More recently, attention has shifted to more fine-grained
tasks, such as recognizing specific basketball shots and identifying the key players performing
those shots [104], and social scene understanding [11].
Video analysis is an active research area. A large body of work has focused on action recognition [17, 141, 73, 115, 19, 113], people and object tracking [121, 135, 142], forecasting pedestrian
trajectories [67, 70, 62, 66, 107] and anticipating future human activities [66, 68, 125, 151, 72, 52].
Other works have explored predicting future world states from single images [39, 128, 93], predicting pixel values of future frames [90, 105] and learning dynamical models of objects [39, 40].
These works primarily focus on single-agent events. Whereas, predicting events in sports requires
prediction in multi-agent environments that involve adversarial human-human interactions. Some
recent work has focused specifically on prediction in the sports context. For instance, [134] use
tracks of ball trajectories in tennis games to predict where the ball would be hit. While [143] introduces a collaborative filtering-based method to predict whether a player will hold, pass, or shoot
the ball. And others propose the use of hidden conditional random fields for predicting which
player will receive the ball next in soccer games, using ground truth trajectories and an encoding
of the game state [133].
In many sports, the movement of the ball determines the game outcome. The team that scores
the most wins! The ball is the single most import object in play at any moment of a game. And
so, in our work, we initially focus directly on the most important question during the game: where
will the ball go next? Developing methods to address this question, and the more general question
of what event will happen next is the focus of Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we present a system that
is capable of personalized prediction of the future motion of multi-agent, adversarial interactions,
again in the sports domain. Finally, in Chapter 4, we cast aside our structured sports environment,
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and we present a framework for learning a representation of human dynamics in any video that we
can: 1) use to estimate the 3d pose and shape of people moving in videos, and 2) use to hallucinate
the motion surrounding a single-frame snapshot. There we demonstrate the value of pseudo-ground
truth labels derived from Internet videos. We conclude with several promising future directions for
learning to predict human behavior from video.

4

Chapter 2
Discrete Prediction: Predicting Events
The ability of an algorithm to recognize an event does not imply understanding. For example,
an algorithm may easily distinguish between a three point shot versus a layup event in basketball,
without truly needing to understand anything about the game of basketball itself, beyond of course
that there exist various shot types. While there is not one precise, agreed-upon definition for understanding, one way of measuring a system’s understanding is by evaluating its ability to predict
the future. In this chapter, we present various methods for predicting discrete events. We develop
these methods in the context of the sports domain, where vast amounts of data are available, and
the events are both many and well-defined.

2.1

Introduction

In 2002, Billy Beane defied conventional wisdom by performing meticulous statistical evaluations of undervalued players to assemble the Oakland Athletics baseball team on a negligible
budget. His team made history with a record-setting 20-game win streak, and this tremendous feat
is documented in the academy award nominated film Moneyball. Their success made an unprecedented case for competitive advantages gained by new analyses of individual players’ game play.
Now imagine if, in addition to knowing the shot success rate of Stephen Curry, the best basketball
shooter to date, it is also possible to predict that he is more likely to attempt a shot within zero,
one, and two seconds of a pass when his teammates are in a diamond, ring, and triangle formation,
respectively. Such predictions are invaluable to the defending team in planning strategy. Billy
Beane’s analysis revolutionized strategic thinking in baseball, and similarly, we believe statistical
methods for predicting player moves have the potential to impact how teams plan their strategies
of play.
Predicting player moves in sports videos is an instance of a much grander research agenda to
develop algorithms that can predict future events directly from visual inputs. The ability to forecast
is a key aspect of human intelligence. Kenneth Craik famously wrote in 1943, “If the organism
This chapter is based on joint work with Pulkit Agrawal and Jitendra Malik [35], presented primarily as it appeared in the ICCV 2017 proceedings.
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carries a ‘small scale model’ of external reality and its own possible actions within its head, it
is able try out various alternatives, conclude which is the best of them, react to future situations
before they arise and in every way react in much fuller, safer and more competent manner to
emergencies which face it.” While there has been a lot of interest in this problem [66, 105, 125,
56, 90, 126, 3, 68, 40, 95, 149, 128, 129, 5], we lack a good benchmark for comparing different
forecasting algorithms.
For multiple reasons, it appears to us that team sports videos are a very good benchmark for
evaluating forecasting algorithms. Firstly, many human activities are social and team sports provide an opportunity to study forecasting in an adversarial multi-agent environment. Secondly,
team sports are composed of a large and diverse set of discrete events, such as passing, shooting,
dribbling, etc. The sequence of events reflects the game play strategies of the two teams, and thus
forecasting requires game specific knowledge combined with other visual cues, such as player pose
and game state. This implies that for any system to make accurate predictions directly from visual
imagery, it must distill game specific knowledge by crunching large amounts of data. Representing
such knowledge is a central problem in forecasting, which is put to test in this setup. Expert players
and coaches gain such knowledge via experience gathered over long periods of time. An additional
benefit of predicting discrete events is crisp and straightforward evaluation of the information of
interest that avoids the problems associated with evaluating pixel-level predictions.
In this work, we present a generic framework for predicting future events in team sports directly
from visual inputs, and we introduce water polo and basketball datasets for evaluation. These
datasets contain game stream accompanied by annotations of player tracks and seventeen different
events. The task of interest is: given a history of observations, predict what event will happen
immediately, after 1s, or after 2s. The seventeen events are answers to questions that are of great
interest in team sports such as - where will the ball go next? will the player score? will there be a
“screen” event? will there be a block? will there be a turnover? will there be a dribble? among
many others.
We construct two set of models - ones that forecast from the raw video stream without any
pre-processing and other that transform the raw video stream into an “overhead” representation
where the players and balls are represented as dots on the playing field prior to forecasting. Using
the water polo dataset as a case study, we present the entire system to convert images captured
from a single moving camera into the overhead representation which is then fed into the predictor.
We find that the overhead representation leads to more accurate predictions than raw image based
representation. The performance of our system is close to humans but worse than water polo
experts. We then apply the same set of forecasting techniques on a dataset of basketball games
and show that our system outperforms humans on forecasting events in basketball games. While
we present results on water polo and basketball, we make no game specific assumptions. The
techniques developed in this work apply to a wide number of other team sports such as hockey,
rugby, and soccer.
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Related Work

Video analysis is an active research area. A large body of work has focused on action recognition [17, 141, 73, 115, 19, 113], people and object tracking [121, 135, 142]. In contrast to these
works we are interested in the problem of forecasting. Predicting pedestrian trajectories [67, 70,
62, 66, 107] and anticipating future human activities [66, 68, 125, 151, 72, 52] has seen considerable interest over the past few years. However, these works mostly consider predicting events
related to a single human, while we attempt to forecast events in multi-agent environments involving adversarial human-human interaction. Other works have explored predicting future world
states from single images [39, 128, 93, 40], but have been limited to simulation environments or
involve a single agent. Predicting pixel values in future frames has also drawn considerable interest
[90, 105] but is limited to very short term predictions.
Sport Video Analysis: Traditional work in computer vision analyzing sports videos [13] has focused on either tracking players [14] or balls [87]. Another body of work assumes the annotations
of ball or player tracks to analyze game formations or skill level of individual players. For instance,
[134] use tracks of ball trajectories in tennis games to predict where the ball would be hit, [15]
analyze soccer matches using player tracks. [84] discover team formation and plays using player
role representation instead of player identity. More recently techniques such as [104] have looked
at the problem of identifying the key players and events in basketball game videos. Closest to our
work is the work of [133] that proposes the use of hidden conditional random fields for predicting
which player will receive the ball next in soccer games. They assume the knowledge of game state
such as attack, defense, counter attack, free kick etc. and assume that identity of players is known.
In contrast, we present a forecasting system that works directly from visual inputs. It either uses
images directly or converts them it into an overhead view representation using computer vision
techniques. We do not require any external annotations of the game state.

2.3

Datasets

We have focused our efforts on the most popular style of sport, team goal sports. We select
water polo and basketball as two canonical examples because together they capture many diverse
aspects of team goal sports: basketball is fast-moving and high-scoring like hurling and handball,
while water polo is low-scoring like soccer and has man-up situations like hockey and lacrosse.
Despite the different nuances of each team goal sport, they all share many common “events” during
game play. For example, players advance the ball toward the goal themselves in a drive, and
sometimes this results in a goal and other times in a block or a missed shot. Players pass the ball
to their teammates, and sometimes the defense intercepts the pass.

Water polo
A water polo game naturally partitions into a sequence of alternating team possessions. During
a possession, the attacking team’s field players primarily spend time in their front court, which
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Figure 2.1: Water polo dataset annotations. From single-camera video recordings of 5 water polo
games, we collected bounding box track annotations of dark, light, and red-cap player heads. We
also collected annotations of pool points marking the field of play: the 2m and 5m lines, the corner
of the field, and the points where the cage and lane line meet.
accounts for most of the interesting game play. The attacking team is required to take a shot within
30s, and failure to do so results in a turnover. Players of the two teams wear dark colored (typically
blue/black) and light colored (typically white) caps. In the remainder of the paper we use dark-cap
and light-cap to refer to two teams.
We collected a dataset of front court team possessions from video recordings of 5 water polo
games between Division I National Collegiate Athletic Association varsity teams. Similar to the
NBA for basketball, this represents the highest level of water polo play in the United States. We
chose to focus only on front court possessions, as most interesting events happen during this period.
The time intervals of the front court possessions were hand-marked by an expert water polo coach.
All the games, four of which are men’s games and the other a women’s game, are played at the
same outdoor pool on different days at times ranging from morning until night; the dataset exhibits
a large range of lighting conditions. The games were recorded with a single freely moving camera
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that pans between each side of the pool with resolution 720p at 25-30fps. Often the camera is
adjusted for a new front court possession, resulting in varied camera motions and zooms.
Player and Pool Track Annotations: Bounding box track annotations (Figure 2.1) of dark and
light-cap player heads, goalkeepers, and the head of the player in possession of the ball were
collected using the VATIC toolbox [124] and Amazon Mechanical Turk. Player possession is
defined to begin at the moment a player grasps the ball and ends at the moment that same player
passes/shoots the ball or another player steals the ball. Additional annotations of specific points
marking the field of play: the 5m line, the 2m line, the pool corner, and the cage posts were obtained. These field markings provide necessary point correspondences between the image view and
overhead view of the game, which enable the computation of the player trajectories in the overhead
space from the player locations in the image view. For increased data diversity, annotations were
collected for 11 quarters of play from 20 quarters available in the 5 games.
Train/Test Splits: The splits were as follows - train: 7 quarters, randomly sampled from the first
4 games; validation: light-capped team front court possessions in all 4 quarters of the fifth game;
and test: dark-capped team front court possessions in all 4 quarters of the fifth game. In total, each
split has 232, 134, and 171 respective examples of a player passing the ball in a team’s front court.
Human Benchmark: For a comparison with human-level accuracy, human annotators were shown
every test image taken just before a player loses possession of the ball and were asked to draw
a bounding box around the head of the player which they thought would possess the ball next.
Nine non-experts and four water polo experts were evaluated. Non-experts had never seen or
played a water polo game. In order to account for their inexperience, non-experts were provided
all examples used to train computer algorithms along with the ground-truth answer before being
asked to make predictions. The experts had all played competitive water polo for at least four
years. Expert and non-expert humans accurately predicted the next ball possessor 73% and 55.3%
of the time respectively.

Basketball
The dataset is comprised of ground truth (in contrast to water polo, where it is computed) 2D
player and ball trajectories, sampled at 25 Hz, in 82 regular-season NBA games obtained using the
STATS SportVU system [116], which is a calibrated six-camera setup in every NBA arena. The
data includes labels for 16 basketball events, including free throw, field goal, pass, dribble, (player)
possession, etc. The data distribution is illustrated in Figure 2.2. As expected, given the nature of
the game of basketball, the data is very imbalanced, with 48% of events as dribble, and only 0.24%
of events as time out.
Train/Test Splits: A total of roughly 300k labeled events were randomly split into 180k, 30k, and
90k examples for train, validation, and test sets.
Human Benchmark: A set of 18 annotators familiar with basketball were shown a series of fifteen
5-second clips of basketball data, ending with a labeled event. The ball and player trajectories
were removed from the final n seconds of the clip, and humans predicted the event at the end of
the blanked portion. For each n ∈ {0.4, 1, 2}, each human labeled 5 examples randomly sampled
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Figure 2.2: Basketball event data distribution, of the 16 labeled events in the basketball dataset,
which has over 300k labeled events in total.
from a pool of 80 examples (5 examples of each of the 16 events). Humans were correct 13.5%,
20.6%, and 24.4% for n = 2, 1, and 0.4, respectively.

2.4

Methods: From Images to Overhead View

Representing game play with a 2D overhead view of the game, where players are represented as
dots at their (x, y) coordinate locations, is often used by coaches. It provides immediate insight into
player spacing, and distills player movement into a canonical, simple representation that is easy
to compare across many game plays. We construct the overhead representation by first detecting
players and the ball. Using knowledge of playing field dimensions and locations of few landmarks,
we estimate a homography to transform these detections into a canonical frame. We then link
players across frames using tracking. Each step of this process is detailed below.
Player Detection: We finetune a VGG-16 network [112] pre-trained on ImageNet for detecting
light and dark cap players using Fast R-CNN [44] and the annotations we collected described
in section 2.3. The performance of dark and light color cap person detectors was 73.4% and
60.4%, respectively. We attribute the worse performance of the light-color cap detector to a few
confounding factors: 1) many light-color caps were annotated, by one turker, with loose bounding
boxes, 2) overhead lights produce specularities, and 3) water splashes can appear visually similar
to light-color caps.
Player Tracking: We track by detection. The Hungarian matching algorithm [71] is used to link
Fast-RCNN player detections to form player tracks. The pairwise affinity between detections in
two sequential frames is a linear combination of Euclidean distance and bounding box overlap.
Overhead Projection: In the case of water polo (Figure 2.3) we used the annotations of 2m
and 5m lines, the pool corner, and the cage posts to estimate the homography between the current
image captured by the camera and a canonical 2D coordinate system representing the field of play
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overhead view

Figure 2.3: The image is converted into the overhead view by first estimating the homography
between the image a canonical model of the playing field using field markings such as 2m/5m
lines etc. The players are then detected and their locations are transformed using the estimated
homography.
using the normalized direct linear transformation (DLT) algorithm [49]. Next, we transform the
midpoint of bottom edge of the player bounding box into a (x, y) location in the canonical frame.
We use the bottom edge because that is the point of the player that is closest to the field of play,
which in turn is mapped to the canonical frame by the homography transformation.

2.5

Experiments

Predicting Future Ball Position
In team goal sports, the movement of the ball determines the game outcome, and hence, it is the
single most important object in play at any moment of the game. We, therefore, focus directly on
the most important question during the game: where will the ball go next? We study two slightly
different variants of this question: In the water polo dataset, we only consider the frame before
which the ball possessor is about to lose of the possession of the ball, and we try to predict which
player will be in possession of ball next. In the basketball domain, we have access to much more
data, and we additionally attempt the more general problem: where will the ball be in one or two
seconds in the future?
Water polo: Who will possess the ball next?
In the typical front court water polo scene, there are 6 field players on the attack, defended by
1 goalkeeper and 6 field players on the opposing team. For example, in Figure 2.3, the dark-cap
players are on the attack and the light-cap players are on defense. By definition, one of the attacking
team players is in possession of the ball. Our system takes as input the frame just before the player
loses ball possession by either making a pass to a teammate, shooting the ball, or committing a
turnover. The task is to predict which player will possess the ball next.
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Figure 2.4: The features F[1···9] extracted from the 2D overhead view are used to train a random
forest to classify players as either receiving the ball next or not.
1
≈ 8.3% of the time.
A random choice of player from either team would be correct roughly 12
As a player is more likely to pass the ball to his teammate, a random choice of player from the same
team would be correct approximately 20% of the time (empirically validated on the test set). Such
random guesses are very naive. Players often tend to pass the ball to nearer teammates, as shorter
passes are easier to execute and minimize turnover risk. Predicting the nearest teammate as the
next possessor is correct 28.1% of the time. Players also tend to pass the ball to open teammates,
those who are not closely guarded by defenders. Predicting a pass to a teammate who is furthest
from his nearest defender (i.e. most open) has accuracy of 36.7%. These baselines are considerably
worse than an average human with no water polo expertise, who is correct 55.3% of the time.
In the next two sections, we describe how performance can be improved: (1) using additional
player features estimated from the overhead representation, and (2) automatically learning feature
representations directly from the input image. We operationalize these approaches in the following
way: Let there be K players each with feature vector F i (i ∈ {1, 2.., K}), let b ∈ {1, 2.., K} be a
discrete random variable that encodes the player in possession of the ball after a pass is made. The
goal is to find the player who is most likely to receive the ball, i.e., argmaxi P (b = i|F 1 ..F K ).

Hand designed features from overhead view
When deciding where to pass the ball, players consider which teammates are in good position
to: score, advance the ball, and receive a pass. We formalize these insights and characterize each
player using a 9-D feature vector extracted from the overhead representation: the (x, y) player
coordinates, the (x, y) coordinates of the nearest player on the opposite team, the (x, y) coordinates
of the player in possession of the ball, an indicator flag for whether the player is on the same team as
the player in possession of the ball, and the Euclidean distances of the player to the player with the
ball and to his nearest defender. This player-centric feature vector is illustrated in Figure 2.4. We
assume that features F 1 ..F k are mutually independent, and therefore computing P (b = i|F 1 ..F K )
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Method
Ground Truth Heads Detected Heads
Random, either team
9.5 ± 2.2
9.2 ± 2.2
Random teammate
19.1 ± 3.1
17.0 ± 2.8
Nearest neighbor teammate
28.1 ± 3.4
22.2 ± 3.2
36.7 ± 3.7
28.7 ± 3.4
Most open teammate
F [8 . . . 9]
42.5 ± 3.8
35.2 ± 3.6
F [7 . . . 9]
45.4 ± 3.4
38.4 ± 4.0
48.8 ± 4.3
44.1 ± 3.7
F [3 . . . 9]
F [1 . . . 9]
47.1 ± 3.8
45.5 ± 3.5
38.1 ± 3.5
35.2 ± 3.6
FCN, teammate
Human, Non-Expert
55.3 ± 7.9
73.1 ± 2.0
Human, Expert

Table 2.1: Each row reports accuracy of a different method for predicting which player will possess
the ball next. The first four methods are baselines. The intermediate rows provide an ablation
study of using various features defined above. The FCN is a deep learning based method and the
last two rows report human performance. Performance metrics are reported for two circumstances:
using ground truth player locations (column 1) and when detected instead of ground-truth locations
(column 2) are used.
reduces to estimating P (b = i|F i ).
We train a system to infer which player will possess the ball next in the following way: we
used the pipeline described in section 2.4 to convert the raw image into it’s corresponding overhead
representation. Next, feature vector of each player was computed from the overhead representation.
Finally, a random forest classifier was trained on these features using the training data to estimate
P (b = i|F i ). Five-fold cross-validation was performed to chose the optimal depth and number of
trees. This system achieved a performance of 45.5% (see Table 2.1) and outperformed the baseline
methods on the testing set. Analysis of the results revealed that this method is biased towards
predicting the most open perimeter player as the one receiving the ball.
A common failure mode is predicting an open perimeter player, when he is not even facing
the player in possession of the ball. These mistakes are not surprising as the overhead view has
no access to visual appearance cues. Another possible reason for failures is that the pipeline for
converting image data into overhead representation is inaccurate. To tease this apart, we re-ran the
analysis using ground truth (instead of estimated) detections. As reported in Table 2.1, the accuracy
gap with and without using ground truth detection is within the error bar of the performance on the
testing set. This suggests that the pipeline for obtaining overhead representation is accurate and
further performance improvements will be gained by building better forecasting models.
Predicting directly from image space
While the overhead view provides a good representation for analyzing game play, it loses subtle
visual cues, such as the pose of the player and direction they are facing, that might be very relevant
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Figure 2.5: The FCN method takes the left image as input and predicts a heatmap (shown overlaid
on right) encoding probable ball locations after the ball is passed. The yellow, cyan and red squares
indicate the player with the ball, the ground truth player who actually receive the ball next, and the
player predicted to receive the ball by the FCN method respectively.
for forecasting. Instead of hand-designing such features, is it possible to automatically discover
features that are useful for predicting the next ball possession?
The set of features F 1 ..F k is represented by image It and we compute P (b = i|It ) in the
following manner: Let lb , pk be random variables denoting the future location of the ball and the
k th player respectively after the passed ball is received. Since only one player can receive the
ball, we assume that if the ball is at location lb it will be received by the player who has highest
probability of presence at lb (i.e. arg maxk P (pk = lb )). Let lbi denote the set of all locations at
which i = arg maxk P (pk = lb ). With this,
Z
P (pk = lb , lb |It )
(2.1)
P (b = i|It ) =
lb ∈lbi

assuming conditional independence,
Z
=
P (pk = lb |It )P (lb |It )

(2.2)

lb ∈lbi

We model P (lb |It ) using a Fully convolutional neural network (FCN; [82]), that takes It as
input and predicts a confidence mask of the same size as the image encoding P (lb |It ). The ground
truth value of mask is set to 1 in pixel locations corresponding to bounding box of the player who
receives the ball and zero otherwise. The player bounding box is a proxy for future ball location.
We finetuned ImageNet pre-trained VGG-16 network for this task.
As we only have 232 training examples, this vanilla system unsurprisingly did not perform well
and overfit very easily even with standard data augmentation techniques such as image cropping
and dropout regularization. One of our contributions is in showing that the performance can be
significantly improved (from 10% to 38.1%) by requiring the FCN system to output the location
of players in addition to which player will possess the ball next. Our hypothesis about why this
modifications helps is that forcing the CNN to predict player locations results in representations
that capture the important feature of player configurations and are thus more likely to generalize
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Non-expert Humans
Correct Incorrect
Correct
32.8
15.8
Random Forest
Incorrect 22.8
28.6

Table 2.2: Comparing agreement between the predictions of next ball possessor made by humans
and our best algorithm on the water polo data. Humans and the algorithm both make correct and
incorrect predictions on the same examples more often than not.
than other nuisance factors that the CNN can latch onto given the small size of the training set.
This finding is interesting because it suggests that it might be possible to learn even better features
by forecasting future player locations for which no additional annotation data is required once the
detection and tracking pipeline described in the previous sections is setup.
To estimate P (pk = lb |It ) we first detect all the players in image It using the method described
in section 2.4. We assume that players will be at the same location after the pass is made. In order
to make the ball assignment among players to be mutually exclusive, we use the player locations to
perform a Voronoi decomposition of the playing field. Let ck be the voronoi cell corresponding to
the k th player. P (pk = lb ) is then to set to |c1k | if lb ∈ ck and zero otherwise. We then use equation
(2) to compute P (b = i|It ).
This method performs comparably to the baseline that predicts the most open teammate. Visualization in Figure 2.5 shows a dominant pattern with FCN predictions: it consistently places
higher likelihood around the perimeter of team in possession of the ball. This is a very sensible
strategy to learn because players around the perimeter are often more open and statistical analysis
reveals that there are more passes between perimeter players. Given the limited amount of data, the
FCN based approach is unable to capture more nuanced aspects of player configurations or more
fine grained visual cues such as the player pose.
Comparison to Human Performance
Figure 2.6 compares the predictions of human non-experts against our best performing system.
Some common trends are: Non-experts are more likely to incorrectly predict players near the cage.
The random forest based method is biased towards predicting the most open perimeter player. A
common failure mode is predicting an open perimeter player, when he is not even facing the player
in possession of the ball. These mistakes are not surprising as the overhead view has no access to
visual appearance cues. We hope that in the future, when more data is available such features can
be learnt from the image space representation. Table 2.2 reports agreement statistics between the
predictions of our systems and non-expert humans. The fraction of agreement between humans
and our system is the highest (32.8% of examples). These numbers suggest that humans and our
system have similar biases and are accurate/prone to errors on similar examples.
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Figure 2.6: Sample predictions of our algorithm (black) and of water polo laymen (blue). The
player in possession of the ball is shown in yellow. A solid line indicates a correct prediction.
Row 1 shows examples where both were correct. Row 2 shows examples where the algorithm is
correct, but humans incorrect. Row 3 shows examples where humans are correct, but our algorithm
is incorrect. Finally, row 4 shows examples where both were incorrect, and red indicates the ground
truth.
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Error (2s in Future)

Angle (o )

Distance (%)

Angle (o )

Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median
Last Position

11.7

10.4

-

-

20.0

18.3

-

-

Ball Velocity

100

100

89.3

88.7

100

100

88.8

85.9

CNN + LSTM

11.4

8.6

61.8

46.6

17.1

14.1

53.1

38.1

CNN (Early Fusion) 10.8

8.3

60.2

44.1

16.8

13.8

54.3

38.3

Table 2.3: The early fusion CNN outperforms Last Position and Ball Velocity baseline methods
and a late fusion CNN based approach in predicting (basket)ball position 1s and 2s in the future.
We report mean and median errors in the distance and angle of predicted ball positions.

Basketball: Where will the ball go?
As more data was available for basketball, we attacked the more general problem of predicting
where the ball will go next after one and two second respectively. We represented the overhead
view as 64x64x3 images where the three channels corresponded to location of players of team 1,
players of team 2 and the ball respectively. For capturing temporal context, we included 5 images
from the past taken at times {t, t−1, ...t−4}s respectively. The task was to predict the ball location
at times {t + 1, t + 2}s respectively. To account for multimodality in the output, we formulate this
as a classification problem with the xy plane discretized into 256 bins.
We experiment with two different CNN training strategies: (a) early fusion of the temporal
information by concatenating 5 images into a 15 channel image that was fed into a CNN or, (b)
late fusion by using a LSTM on the output of CNN feature representation of the 5 images. The
CNN architecture comprised of 4 convolutional layers containing 32 filters each of size 3x3, stride
2 and ReLU non-linearity. In case of early fusion, the output of the last convolutional layer was fed
into a 512-D fully connected layer which in turn fed into the prediction layer. In case of late fusion,
the output of the last convolutional layer was fed into a 512-D LSTM layer which in turn fed into
a prediction layer. The performance of these networks and some baseline methods is reported in
Table 2.3.
We consider two baselines - one which predicts that the ball at time t+1, t+2 will remain at the
same location as at time t (i.e. Last position). This is a reasonable baseline because in many frames
the player is in possession of the ball and he does not move. The second baseline estimates the
ball velocity at time t and uses it to forecast the future location. We report mean and median errors
in the distance and the angle of prediction. The distance between the ground truth and predicted
location is reported as the percentage of the length of the basketball court. The angular error is the
angle between the vector 1 pointing from current position to ground truth position in the future and
vector 2 pointing from current to predicted position. We find that the proposed methods outperform
the baseline and the early fusion method performs slightly better than the late fusion method. As
expected, the prediction errors in distance are larger when predicting for 2s as compared to 1s.
However, the errors in angle follow the reverse trend. One explanation is that in a shorter period,
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Dataset

∆T

Avg. Human
Random Forest

H
H

1s
1s

100.0
100.0

0
0

60.0
20.0

12.5
0

11.1
20.0

16.7
40.0

0
0

0
0

33.3
0

66.7
100.0

0
20.0

0
40.0

0
0

0
0

0
0

28.6
0

20.6
21.3

Image CNN
Overhead CNN
Random Forest

A
A
A

1s
1s
1s

46.0
62.2
75.5

20.3
22.7
41.4

3.9
38.6
41.3

4.8
16.4
15.7

2.0
9.4
11.8

5.5
43.9
61.2

0.9
1.8
2.3

1.6
5.2
5.6

0
3.5
4.5

61.7
76.1
80.5

16.5
25.5
26.7

22.9
37.6
40.9

0.9
0.8
1.0

1.8
3.4
3.5

1.6
1.6
1.2

3.7
13.1
8.5

11.9
22.6
26.4

Avg. Human
Random Forest

H
H

2s
2s

33.3
100.0

20.0
0

14.3
0

0
0

0
20.0

0
40.0

0
0

0
0

37.5
0

75.0
100.0

0
0

0
20.0

0
0

0
0

16.7
0

20.0
0

13.5
17.5

Image CNN
Overhead CNN
Random Forest

A
A
A

2s
2s
2s

32.5
39.8
66.9

7.8
19.0
29.7

1.9
7.3
11.8

2.5
6.9
7.3

0.9
3.8
5.0

2.7
12.9
35.4

0.5
1.5
1.5

0.8
2.2
2.6

0.2
1.6
2.7

53.8
71.0
76.4

14.7
18.3
21.4

19.9
25.3
30.2

0
0.4
0.3

0.6
2.7
2.5

0.6
1.1
0.9

2.9
5.8
5.0

8.8
13.7
18.7

Avg. Human
Random Forest

H
H

40ms
40ms

28.6
100.0

28.6
0

83.3
40.0

0
80.0

50.0
40.0

0
100.0

0
0

0
20.0

0
0

25.0
100.0

57.1 14.3
60.0 100.0

0
0

0
0

20.0
0

83.3
80.0

24.4
45.0

Random Forest

A

40ms

68.8

24.5

69.5

54.7

62.7

85.2

6.1

31.8

16.7

93.2

76.2

3.3

8.1

5.0

57.7

47.3

Method

FT made FT miss FG made FG miss Off. reb. Def. reb. Turnover Foul Time Out Dribble Pass Poss. Block Assist Drive Screen mAP

92.6

Table 2.4: Prediction accuracy ∆T seconds in the future of 16 basketball events: free throw (FT)
made and missed, field goal (FG) made and missed, offensive (off) and defensive (def) rebound,
etc. Methods were evaluated on the full (A) test split of 90k events, as well as a smaller, 80-example
subset (H) for human performance evaluation and comparison.
the ball moves by small distances and therefore angle measures are not robust.

Transferring from Basketball to Water polo
Basketball and water polo are both team sports that require scoring baskets/goals. This suggests that there maybe general game play strategies, e.g., pass to the most open player, that are
shared between these two games. If this is indeed the case then a model trained on one of these
sports should perform reasonably well on forecasting events in the other sport. In order to test
this hypothesis we trained a random forest model on the basketball data (the larger dataset) for
predicting which player will get the ball next using the same features as described in 2.5 and then
tested it on the water polo testing set.
The accuracy of this model on basketball itself was 69.9% and 36.8% on water polo. The
performance on water polo is worse than a model trained directly on water polo (which achieves
45.5%) but same as the most open teammate baseline with 36.7% accuracy (Table 2.1). One
explanation of these results is that differences in game strategies arise from the differences in game
rules, number of players, and field size. Therefore the basketball model is outperformed by a model
trained on water polo itself. However, the transfer performance is significantly better than chance
performance and nearest teammate baseline, suggesting that our method is capable of learning
game-independent ball passing strategies. A more detailed analysis of the error modes is provided
in the supplementary materials.
Predicting Events in Basketball
Predicting the ball location is just one out of many events of interest. For example, whether
a teammate would screen or whether dribble or a break would take place are of great interest in
basketball. In a manner similar to predicting where the ball will be at times {t + 1, t + 2}s, we
predict which out 16 events of interest will happen in the future.
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We evaluate random forest and neural network based approaches for this task. The input to the
random forest are the following hand designed features, extracted from the last visible frame:
player and ball coordinates and velocities, distances between each player and the ball, angles
between each player and the ball, the time remaining on the shot clock, the remaining game time in
the period, and the time since the most recent event for each event occurring in the visible history.
In total, we used 92 features. We tested two different neural networks - (a) Overhead CNN that
took as inputs the image representation of the overhead view (see Section 2.5) along with the hand
designed features described above and (b) Image CNN that took as input raw RGB images.
Network architecture: The input to the neural network was a tuple of the image representation
of the overhead view and the hand designed features. The image representation was input to
a CNN with stacked convolutional layers fed into a 256-D fully connected layer, and the hand
designed features were input directly to two stacked fully connected layers of dimension 512 and
256, respectively. The 256-D fully connected layer from the CNN and the 256-D fully connected
layer from the hand designed features were concatenated and input to the 16-D prediction layer.
The CNN architecture we used comprised of 4 convolutional layers containing 32, 64, 64, 32 filters,
respectively. The spatial extent of the filters was 3x3. A 3x3 max pooling layer was after the first
convolutional layer, and a 2x2 max pooling layer was after the second and fourth convolutional
layers. Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) non-linearity was used after each convolutional layer. The
final convolutional layer was fed into a 256-D fully connected layer.
Training details: As shown in Figure 2.2, the basketball data is severely imbalanced. We addressed this imbalance by weighting the cross-entropy loss of the network with the inverse classproportion. We used a batch size of 128, and divided the class weights with a constant (16) that
gave the average class weight of 1 in a batch.
Table 2.4 reports the performance of humans and various methods described above at predicting
player moves 1s, 2s and 40ms in advance. The two test splits, “H” and “A” correspond to 80
examples on which humans were evaluated and a set 90K examples on which the algorithm was
evaluated. The purpose of reporting the accuracy when predicting 40ms in advance is to obtain
an upper bound on performance. The results reveal that random forest outperforms CNN based
approaches and both these approaches perform better than an average human. The Overhead CNN
outperforms the Image CNN suggesting that extracting features relevant for forecasting from raw
visuals is a hard problem. It is also noteworthy that humans are significantly better at identifying
Field Goals (i.e., FG made), but worse at identifying other events.

2.6

Discussion

In this work we present predicting next players’ moves in basketball and water polo as benchmark tasks for measuring performance of forecasting algorithms. Instead of forecasting activities
of a single human, sports require forecasting in adversarial multi-agent environments that are a
better reflection of the real world. As the events we predict are discrete, our benchmark allows for
a crisp and meaningful evaluation metric that is critical for measuring progress. We compare the
performance of two general systems for forecasting player moves: 1) a hand-engineered system
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that takes raw visuals as inputs, then transforms them into an overhead view for feature extraction,
and 2) an end-to-end neural network system. We find the hand-engineered system is close to (nonexpert) human performance in water polo and outperforms humans in basketball. In both cases it
outperforms the neural network system, which raises a very interesting question - what auxiliary
tasks/unsupervised feature learning mechanisms can be used to improve prediction performance.
We find that a system trained on basketball data generalizes to water polo data, showing that our
techniques are capable of extracting generic game strategies.
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Chapter 3
Continuous Prediction: Predicting 2D
Motion
In the previous chapter, we focused on methods for predicting discrete events in the context of
the sports domain. However, sports, and really life, is about more than just sequences of events. In
this chapter, we present methods for predicting human motion, again in the sports context, where
data is abundant. Learning to predict sports player motion is also very interesting behavior-wise
because by default many sports present a multi-agent, adversarial environment. Furthermore, with
different player positions, it also affords the ability to personalize prediction in a meaningful, and
interpretable way.

3.1

Introduction

Humans continuously anticipate the future states of their surroundings. Someone extending
a hand to another is likely initiating a handshake. A couple entering a restaurant is likely looking
for a table for two. A basketball player on defense is likely trying to stay between their opponent
and the basket. These predictions are critical for shaping our daily interactions, as they enable
humans to navigate crowds, score in sports matches, and generally follow social mores. As such,
computer vision systems that are successfully deployed to interact with humans must be capable
of forecasting human behavior.
In practice, deploying a computer vision system to make a fine-grain prediction is difficult.
Intuitively, people rely on context to make more accurate predictions. For example, a basketball
player may be known to stay back in the lane to help protect the rim. The ability to leverage specific
information, or personalize, should improve the prediction of fine-grained human behavior.
The primary challenge of personalizing prediction of multi-agent motion is to develop a representation that is simultaneously robust to the number of possible permutations arising in a situation
and sufficiently fine-grained, so the output prediction is at the desired level of granularity. One typThis chapter is based on joint work with Patrick Lucey and Sujoy Ganguly [36], presented primarily as it
appeared in the ECCV 2018 proceedings.
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c) Our method

Figure 3.1: a) Given a 2D trajectory history of moving agents (solid lines), and the future motion of a subset of the agents (blue dashed lines); our prediction task b) is to generate the most
likely motion of the other agents (orange, purple dashed lines). Standard approaches are unable
to capture the influence of the group motion (triangles). c) Our method improves performance by
incorporating context-specific information (circles).
ically employees one of two approaches: i) bottom-up – where each trajectory has the same model
applied to it individually, or ii) top-down – where a group representation of all trajectories has one
model applied to it all at once. The data and target application mainly drive the choice of approach.
Typically, in settings with a variable number of agents, e.g., autonomous vehicles or surveillance,
one uses a bottom-up approach [76, 6, 58]. When the number of agents is fixed, e.g., sports, faces,
and body pose one prefers a top-down approach [4, 85, 54, 75].
While efficient for heavily structured problems, current top-down methods cannot incorporate
the necessary context to enable personalized prediction, and often require pre-computing some
heuristic group representation. Whereas, bottom-up approaches can personalize via a large refinement module [76]. In this paper, we show that by using a conditional variational autoencoder
(CVAE), we can create a generative model that simultaneously learns the latent representation of
multi-agent trajectories and can predict the agents’ context-specific motion.
Due to the vast amount of data available and its adversarial, multi-agent nature, we focus
on predicting the motion paths of basketball players. Specifically, we address the problem of
forecasting the motion paths of players during a game (Fig. 3.1a). We demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach on a new basketball dataset consisting of sequences of play from over 1200 games,
which contains position data of players and the ball.
To understand the function of initial data representation, context, personalization of agent trajectory prediction and generative modeling, we divide our problem into three parts. First, to understand the role of data representation on prediction, we predict the offense given the motion history
of all players (Fig. 3.1b). By applying alignment to the multi-agent trajectories we minimize the
problem of permutation allowing our group representation of player motion to outperform the current state of the art methods. Next, to understand the role of context, we compare the prediction of
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offensive agents given the motion of the defense, player and team identities. We use separate encoders for context and player/team identity which we connect to the variational layer, as opposed to
being used in a ranking and refinement layer, and thus act directly as conditionals. By conditioning
on context with alignment and identity, we can generate a very accurate, fine-grained, prediction
of any group of agents without the need for an additional refinement module (Fig 3.1c). Finally,
we tackle the challenge of forecasting the motion of subsets of players (a mixture of offense and
defense), given the motion of the other remaining players. Again we find that our CVAE far outperforms the previous state of the art methods by a factor of two and that it can make reasonable
predictions given only the motion history and the player and team identities when predicting the
future motion of all ten players.

3.2

Related Work

Forecasting Multi-Agent Motion Lee et al. [76] provide an excellent review of recent path prediction methods, in which they chronicle previous works that utilize classical methods, inverse
reinforcement learning, interactions, sequential prediction and deep generative models. For predicting multi-agent motion paths, there are two primary bodies of work: bottom-up and top-down
approaches.
Regarding bottom-up approaches, where the number of agents varies, Lee et al. [76] recently
proposed their DESIRE framework, which consisted of two main modules. First, they utilized a
CVAE-based RNN encoder-decoder which generated multiple plausible predictions. These predictions, along with context, were fed to a ranking and refinement module that assigns a reward
function. The predictions are then iteratively refined to obtain a maximum accumulated future
reward. They demonstrated the approach on data from autonomous vehicles and aerial drones and
outperformed other RNN-based methods [58]; however, in the absence of the refinement module,
the predictions were poor.
For predicting variable numbers of humans moving in crowded spaces, Alahi et al. [6] introduced the idea of “Social LSTMs” which connected neighboring LSTMs in a social pooling layer.
The intuition behind this approach is that instead of utilizing all possible information in the scene,
the model only focuses on people who are near each other. The model will then learn that behavior from data, which was shown to improve over traditional approaches which use hand-crafted
functions such as social forces [139]. Many authors have applied similar methods for multi-agent
tracking using trajectories [21, 132, 86].
Nearly all work that considers multiple agents via a top-down approach is concerned with modeling behaviors in sports. Kim et al. [63] used the global motion of all players to predict the future
location of the ball in soccer. Chen et al. [27] used an occupancy map of noisy player detections
to predict the camera-motion of a basketball broadcast. Zheng et al. [147] used an image-based
representation of player positions over time to simulate the future location of a basketball. Lucey et
al. [85] learned role representations from raw positional data, while Le et al., [75] utilized a similar
representation with a deep neural network to imitate the motion paths of an entire soccer team.
Felsen et al. [35] used hand-crafted features to predict future events in water polo and basketball.
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Figure 3.2: Dataset Example plays from our basketball dataset, which contains 95,002 12-second
sequences of offense (color), defense (gray), and ball (orange) 2D overhead-view trajectories. The
identity, team, and canonical position of each player are known.
Lastly Su et al. [117] used ego-centric appearance and joint attention to model social dynamics and
predict the motion of basketball players. In this paper, we utilize the representation which most
closely resembles Le et al. [75], the CVAE approach utilized by [76], and a prediction task similar
to [117].
Personalization to Tracking Data Recommendation systems, which provide personalized predictions for various tasks often use matrix factorization techniques [69]. However, such techniques
operate under the assumption that one can decompose the data linearly, using hand-crafted features
to capture the non-linearities. However, in conjunction with deep models and the vast amount of vision data, recommendation engines based on vision data are starting to emerge. Recently, Deng et
al. [32] used a factorized variational autoencoder to model audience reaction to full-feature length
movies. Charles et al. [26] proposed using a CNN to personalize pose estimation to a person’s
appearance over time. Insafutdinov et al., [54] used a graph partitioning to group similar bodyparts to enable effective body-pose tracking. In all of these works, they use their deep networks to
find the low-dimensional embedding at the encoder state which they use to personalize their predictions. In this work, we followed a similar strategy but included the embedding in a variational
module.
Conditional Variational Autoencoders Variational Autoencoders [64] are similar to traditional
autoencoders, but have an added regularization of the latent space, which allows for the generation
of new examples in a variety of contexts [46, 18]. Since the task of fine-grained prediction is
naturally one in which history and context determine the future motions, we utilize a conditional
variational autoencoder (CVAE) [65, 114]. In computer vision, CVAEs have recently been used for
inpainting [97, 98], and for predicting the future motion of agents in complex scenes [76, 129]. In
this paper, we apply the idea of conditioning on the history and the surrounding context to predict
the personalized adversarial motion of multiple agents without ranking or refinement.
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Basketball Tracking Dataset

Team sports provide an ideal setting for evaluating personalized behavior models. Firstly, there
is a vast amount of labeled data in sports, including potentially thousands of data points for each
player. Furthermore, the behaviors in team sports are well-defined and complex, with multiple
agents simultaneously interacting collaboratively and adversarially. Therefore, sports tracking data
is a good compromise between completely unstructured tracking data (e.g., pedestrian motion
where the number of agents is unconstrained) and highly structured data (e.g., body pose or facial
tracking where the number of agents is both fixed and physically connected). To that end, we
present basketball as a canonical example of a team goal sport, and we introduce a new basketball
dataset.
Our proposed dataset is composed of 95,002 12-second sequences of the 2D basketball player
and ball overhead-view point trajectories from 1247 games in the 2015/16 NBA season. The trajectories are obtained from the STATS in-venue system of six stationary, calibrated cameras, which
projects the 3D locations of players and the ball onto a 2D overhead view of the court. Fig. 3.2
visualizes two example sequences. Each sequence, sampled at 25 Hz, has the same team on offense for the full duration, ends in either a shot, turnover or foul. By eliminating transition plays
where teams switch from defense to offense mid-sequence, we constrain the sequences to contain
persistent offense and defense. Each sequence is zero-centered to the court center and aligned, so
the offense always shoots toward the court’s right-side basket. In our experiments, we subsample the trajectory data at 5 Hz, thereby reducing the data dimensionality without compromising
information about quick changes of direction.
Personalization We label each sequence with its player identity, team, canonical position (i.e.,
point/shooting guard, small/power forward, center), and aligned position (Section 3.4). Only the
210 players with the most playing time across all sequences are assigned unique identities. The
remaining players are labeled by their canonical position, thus limiting the set of player identities.
Data splits The data is randomly split into train, validation, and test sets with 60708, 15244, and
19050 sequences in each respective split.

3.4

Methods

We frame the multi-agent trajectory prediction problem as follows: In a 2D environment, a
[t ,t ]
set A of interacting agents are observed over the time history [t0 , tq ] to have trajectories XA0 q =
[t ,t ]
[t ,t ]
t
{Xi 0 q }|∀i∈A . The trajectory history of the ith agent is defined as Xi 0 q = {xti0 , xti0 +1 , · · · , xiq },
where xti represents the 2D coordinates of the trajectory at time t. We wish to predict the subsequent
future motion, to time tf , of a subset of agents P ⊆ A. In other words, our objective is to learn the
(t ,t ]
[t ,t ]
posterior distribution P (YP q f |XA0 q , O) of the future trajectory motion of the agents in subset
(t ,t ]
(t ,t ]
P , specifically YP q f = {Yj q f }|∀j∈P .
In addition to the observed trajectory history, we also condition our learned future trajectory
distribution on other available observations O. In particular, O may consist of: 1) the identities %
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DKL (N (0, 1)) X [tq −1,tq ] H%
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Y

Figure 3.3: Model architecture. The inputs to the i) trajectory encoder are the tracking history
(t ,t ]
(t ,t ]
[t ,t ]
of all players XA0 q , the identity %, and the context XKq f . The trajectory context XKq f is ii)
encoded as HC . The one-hot-encoded player or team identity % is iii) encoded as Hρ . The iv) variational module predicts the mean µz and standard deviation Σz of the latent variable distribution
N (µz , Σz ). A random sample ẑ from N (µz , Σz ) is input to the decoder, along with the condition[t −f ps,tq ]
als HC , Hρ , and the last one second of of player motions XAq
. The v) decoder then predicts
the future paths Ŷ . At train time the KL divergence and L2 loss are minimized.
(t ,t ]

of the agents in P , and 2) the future context C, represented by the future trajectories XKq f =
(t ,t ]
{X` q f }|∀`∈K of agents in the set K ⊂ A s.t. K ∪ P = A, K ∩ P = {}. One of the main
contributions of this work is how to include various types of information into O, and the influence
(t ,t ]
of each information type on the prediction accuracy of YP q f (Section 3.5).
The conditionals and inputs to our model are each encoded in their encoders. To learn the
posterior, we use a CVAE, which allows for the conditional generation of trajectories while modeling the uncertainty of future prediction. In our case, the CVAE learns to approximate the
(t ,t ]
[t ,t ]
distribution P (YP q f | XA0 q , O) by introducing a random Dz -dimensional latent variable z.
The CVAE enables solving one-to-many problems, such as prediction, by learning a distribution
(t ,t ]
[t ,t ]
Q(z = ẑ | XA0 q , O) that best reconstructs YP q f .
Fig. 3.3 shows our overall model architecture, which is divided into the five modules: i) the
(t ,t ]
[t ,t ]
trajectory encoder with XA0 q and O as input, ii) the context encoder with XKq f as input, iii)
the identity encoder with % as input, iv) a variational module, and v) the trajectory decoder with
sampled latent variable ẑ and encoded conditionals as input. The input to the variational module
[t ,t ]
is the joint encoding of the trajectory history XA0 q with the context and identity. The trajectory
history, context, and identity serve as our conditionals in the CVAE, where the context and identity
are each separately encoded before being concatenated with ẑ as input to the decoder. The trajec[t −1,t ]
tory history conditional XP q q for ẑ is the last one second of observed trajectory history of the
agents in P. This encourages the model predictions to be consistent with the observed history, as
(t ,t ]
[t −1,t ]
our decoder outputs XP q q concatenated with YP q f .
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Training phase
We have modeled the latent variable distribution as a normal distribution


(t ,t ]
[t ,t ]
Q z = ẑ | XA0 q , XKq f , % = Q (z = ẑ | Hx , HC , H% )
∼ N (µz , Σz ) .

(3.1)

Therefore, at train time the variational module minimizes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
2

(DKL ) and the trajectory decoder minimizes Euclidean distance Y − Ŷ
[t −1,tq ]

Y = (XP q

(t ,tf ]

, YP q

. For simplicity, let
2

). The total loss is
2

L = Y − Ŷ
2

+ βDKL (P ||Q),

(3.2)



(t ,t ]
[t ,t ]
where P z | XA0 q , XKq f , % = N (0, 1) is a prior distribution and β is a weighting factor to
control the relative scale of the loss terms. We found that for β = 1, our model without the
conditionals (VAE) would roughly predict the mean trajectory, whereas when β  1 we were able
to predict input-dependent motion. In our proposed model, we observed that β = 1 performed as
well as β  1, so in all our experiments except for the vanilla VAE, we use β = 1.

Testing phase
[t ,t ]

At test time, the input into the trajectory encoder is the trajectory history of all agents XA0 q ,
(t ,t ]
the future trajectories of the agents not predicted XKq f , and the encoded agent identities %. The
variational module takes the encoded trajectory HX , which is also conditioned on the context
(t ,t ]
XKq f and the player identities %, and returns a sample of the random latent variable ẑ. The
(t ,t ]
trajectory decoder then infers the tracks of the agents to be predicted YP q f given a sampled ẑ,
the encoded context HC , the encoded identities H% , and the final one second of trajectory history
[t −1,t ]
for the agents to be predicted, XP q q .

Trajectory alignment
The network inputs are a concatenation of each 2D agent trajectories. For example, the input
forms an |A| × (tq · 5) × 2 array, where |A| is the number of agents, tq · 5 is the total
number of temporal samples over tq seconds sampled at 5 Hz. One of the significant challenges
in encoding multi-agent trajectories is the presence of permutation disorder. In particular, when
[t ,t ]
we concatenate the trajectories of all agents in A to form XA0 q , we need to select a natural and
consistent ordering of the agents. If we concatenate them in a random order, then two similar
plays with similar trajectories will have considerably different representations. To minimize the
permutation disorder, we need an agent ordering that is consistent from one play to another.
[t ,t ]
XA 0 q
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If we have a variable number of agents, it is natural to use an image-based representation of
the agent tracks. In our case, where we have a fixed number of agents, we instead align tracks
using a tree-based role alignment [110]. This alignment has recently been shown to minimize
reconstruction error; therefore it provides an optimal representation of the multi-agent trajectories.
In brief, the tree-based role alignment uses two alternating steps, i) an Expectation-Maximization
(EM) based alignment of agent positions to a template and ii) K-means clustering of the aligned
agent positions, where cluster centers form the templates for the next EM step. Alternating between EM and clustering leads to a splitting of leaf nodes in a tree until either there are fewer than
M frames in a cluster or the depth of the tree exceeds D. For our experiments we used D = 6
and trained separate trees for offense (M = 400) and defense (M = 4000). To learn a per-frame
alignment tree, we used 120K randomly sampled frames from 10 NBA games from the 2014/15
season.

Implementation details
Architecture All encoders consist of N fully connected layers, where each layer has roughly half
the number of units as its input layer. We experimented with different input histories, prediction
horizons, and player representations, so we dynamically set the layer structure for each experiment, while maintaining 64 and 16 units in the final layer of the trajectory and context encoders,
respectively. For the identity encoder, the final output size depended on the identity representation
%, which was either: 1) a (concatenated) one-hot encoding of the team(s) of the players in P (output dimension 5 for single team and 16 for mixed), and 2) a (concatenated) one-hot encoding of
History (s) Horizon (s)

Trajectory encoder

Context encoder

Latent dimension

Decoder

1

4

200-100-64

200-100-64-32-16

32

200-300

2

4

200-100-64

200-100-64-32-16

32

200-300

4

4

400-200-100-64

400-200-100-64-32-16

32

200-300

6

4

600-400-200-100-64 600-300-150-64-32-16

32

200-300

8

4

600-400-200-100-64 600-300-150-64-32-16

32

200-300

4

1

400-200-100-64-32 400-200-100-64-32-16

16

115-120

4

2

400-200-100-64

400-200-100-64-32-16

32

140-180

4

4

400-200-100-64

400-200-100-64-32-16

32

200-300

4

6

400-200-100-64

400-200-100-64-32-16

32

150-280-420

4

8

400-200-100-64

400-200-100-64-32-16

32

150-300-540

Table 3.1: Fully connected layer dimensions for network architectures designed for offense prediction as a function of history (Table 2 of the main paper) and horizon (Figure 7 of the main paper).
For these architectures, the team identity encoder has layers with dimension 20-10-5. Each layer
has elu activation, except the final layer in the decoder, which has sigmoid activation.
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each player identity in P .
Network architectures Table 3.1 provides the precise network architectures (described in Section
4.4 of the main paper) for the offense history (Table 2a of the main paper) and horizon (Table 2b
of the main paper) experiments with our best method- CVAE with role alignment and conditionals
consisting of 1s offense history, defense future context, and the team identity. The architectures for
defense and mixed prediction are similar. All layers are fully connected with elu activation, except
the last layer of every decoder, which has sigmoid activation. The player team encoder has layers
with dimension 20-10-5. The player identity encoder has layers with dimension 500-250-100-6432-16.
Learning At train time we minimize the loss via backpropagation with the ADAM optimizer, batch
size 256, initial learning rate 0.001, and 0.5 learning rate decay every 10 epochs of size 200K. We
also randomly sample the training set so that the number of times a sequence appears in an epoch
is proportional to the number of players it has with unique identity.

3.5

Experiments

We evaluate the effect on prediction performance of: 1) each information type input in our
proposed model architecture (Section 3.5); 2) the number and types of agents in the input and
output, i.e., offense only, defense only, and both offense and defense (Section 3.5); 3) the predicted
agents’ during-play role (Section 3.5); 4) the length of the history input (Section 3.5); and 5) the
length of the prediction horizon (Section 3.5).
Baselines Our baselines are: velocity-based extrapolation, nearest neighbor retrieval, vanilla and
Social LSTMs, and a VAE. Retrieval was performed using nearest neighbor search on the aligned
(Section 3.4) trajectory history of the agents we wish to predict, matching the evaluation track
histories to the training track histories based on minimum Euclidean distance. Then, we compare
the error of the future trajectories of the top-k results to the ground truth. We found that these
predictions are very poor, performing significantly worse than velocity-based extrapolation. Next,
we compared our performance with the previous state of the art recurrent prediction methods,
namely a vanilla LSTM and the Social LSTM. We found that the vanilla LSTM performed poorly
with around 25 ft error for 4 s prediction horizon. The inclusion of social pooling improved the
performance of the LSTM with 18 ft error for 4 s prediction horizon. However, the Social LSTM
still performed significantly worse than simple velocity extrapolation at time horizons less than
6 s. The poor performances of the vanilla LSTM method and the Social LSTM method agrees with
previous work on predicting basketball player trajectories conducted on a different data set [117].
As such, for most experiments, we use velocity-based extrapolation as our baseline, since it has
the best performance.
Performance metrics We report three metrics. First, the L2 distance (ft) between predicted trajectories and the ground truth, averaged over each time step for each agent. Second is the maximum
distance between the prediction and ground truth for an agent trajectory, averaged over all agent
trajectories. Last is the miss rate, calculated as the fraction of time the L2 error exceeds 3 ft.
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Method

Alignment

Conditional
Error (Offense, 4 s in future)
History Context Identity Avg dist [ft] / (Top-5) Max dist Miss rate

Velocity
Retrieval

role

-

-

-

7.77
11.41 / (8.80)

14.45
28.57

82.18
86.77

VAE
VAE

random
role

-

-

-

7.10
6.85

19.24
18.84

74.90
72.78

CVAE
CVAE
CVAE
CVAE
CVAE
CVAE
CVAE
CVAE
CVAE

random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random
random

1s
none
none
none
none
1s
1s
1s
1s

none
none
encoded none
none
team
none
player
encoded team
none
team
encoded none
encoded team
encoded player

6.90
6.97
7.05
7.02
6.98
6.91
6.73
6.76
6.64

18.98
18.46
19.25
19.17
18.46
18.95
18.11
18.15
18.00

73.83
75.29
74.15
75.15
75.65
74.18
74.64
74.97
74.29

CVAE
CVAE
CVAE
CVAE

position
role
role
role

1s
1s
1s
1s

encoded team
encoded none
encoded team
encoded player

6.09
5.81
5.80
5.96

16.87
16.41
16.45
17.03

70.37
66.67
66.39
67.07

Table 3.2: Offense prediction error for 4 s history and prediction horizon. We test three different trajectory alignments i) random, ii) canonical position, and iii) role. We also test 3 conditionals:
a) the previous one second of player motions (history), b) the next 4 s of the defensive motions
(context), and c) one-hot encoded player or team (identity). The miss rate is calculated with threshold 3 feet.

What information gives us the best prediction?
In our proposed problem, there are four sources of information with the potential to improve
(t ,t ]
[t ,t ]
prediction: i) the trajectory history XA0 q of all agents, ii) the future motion XKq f of the players
not predicted, i.e., context, iii) the player/team identities, i.e., personalization and iv) the agent
alignment. The observed trajectory history serves as the input to the model and is fixed to 4 s. The
final 1 second of trajectory history of the players we predict, the context, and the identity are treated
as conditionals (Fig. 3.3), whereas the agent alignment enables efficient trajectory encoding. For
this section (Table 3.2), we only predict the offense, which avoids conflating the effect of agent
type with the effect of the information sources. We also fix the prediction horizon at 4 s.
To understand the influence of alignment alone, we compare the result of the baseline VAE
with random versus role aligned agents. In the absence of the alignment the VAE has moderate
performance, outperforming baselines. For example, in the first row of Fig. 3.4 the VAE captures
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(a) Velocity

(b) VAE

(c) CVAE

random alignment

30

(d) CVAE

role alignment

Figure 3.4: Offense player predictions. Given a 4 s trajectory history (gray) for all players (defense not pictured), we predict (solid lines) the next 4 s of offense player motion. Dashed lines are
ground truth. Each row represents the same play, and each trajectory color corresponds to a player.
The color intensity is proportional to the likelihood. Column a) velocity-based extrapolation.
Column b) VAE with random trajectory alignment. Column c) CVAE with random trajectory
alignment and all conditionals (player ID). Column d) adding role alignment to the CVAE (team
ID).
co-movement of players (red and purple) that velocity-based extrapolation does not. However, the
VAE does not capture the two agents crossing.
To understand the influence of each conditional, we randomly order the input trajectories and
perform a set of ablation studies using a variety of conditions. We apply each conditional separately
to compare their individual effects on performance, including comparing the use of team versus
player identity.
Interestingly, the VAE and the CVAE using a single conditional perform similarly. However,
if we combine conditionals, we create an even stronger co-movement signal, e.g., red and purple
players in the first row in Fig. 3.4. Still, with all the conditionals and random agent ordering, we
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Method-Align-Pl. Personnel Error: Avg dist [ft]
1s

4s

8s

Method-Align-Pl. Personnel

Error: Avg dist [ft] (4 s history)
1s

2s

Velocity

offense

1.93

4.10

7.72 11.50 24.02

4s

6s

8s
Method: CVAE-role-team

Velocity

offense

7.74 7.72

7.74

CVAE-rand-ID

offense

2.66

4.23

6.64

8.14

9.41

CVAE-rand-ID

offense

7.06 6.64

6.86

CVAE-role-none

offense

2.38

4.00

5.81

7.07

8.28

CVAE-role-none

offense

6.04 5.81

6.21

CVAE-role-team

offense

2.35

3.95

5.80

7.08

8.07

CVAE-role-team

offense

6.05 5.80

6.16

CVAE-role-team

defense

2.08

3.01

4.10

4.98

5.85

CVAE-role-team

defense

4.23 4.10

4.31

Vanilla LSTM

mix 5v5

10.44 18.29 25.36 28.07 29.56

Social LSTM

mix 5v5

5.23 11.08 17.95 20.88 22.38

CVAE-role-team

mix 5v5

2.44

CVAE-role-team

mix 5v5

5.75 5.74

(a) observed history

5.76
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3.92

5.74

(b) prediction horizon

7.21

Mixture Error: Avg dist [ft]
1v1

4.19

2v2

4.88

3v3

5.21

4v4

5.28

5v5

5.74

8.33

(c) num. players

Table 3.3: Prediction error ablation. a) We vary the observed history for a 4 s prediction, and
observe that the optimal trajectory history is 4 s, though marginally so. b) We vary the prediction
horizon given a 4 s observed history, and observe that the prediction error monotonically increases
as a function of time horizon. c) We vary the number of players to predict for a 4 s horizon given a
4 s history, and observe an increase in average prediction error as we increase the number of agents
per team from 1 to 5. For all experiments, we conditioned on the previous 1 s, the future motion of
all agents not predicted, and the selected player or team identities. All errors are in feet.
fail to get the crossing of the trajectories.
When we both align and condition, we are able to correctly predict tracks crossing (red and
purple players first row in Fig. 3.4d). In particular, we see the greatest improvement in our prediction by including the context, history, and team identity (bold in Table 3.2). These results imply
that alignment, context, and history contain complementary information. Though alignment and
conditioning improve our predictions, we struggle to predict sudden changes in movement (red
player in row 3 of Fig. 3.4d), and stationary players (green players in row 1 and blue player in row
3 of Fig. 3.4d).
The modest improvements found by including team identity vanish when we use multi-template
tree-based role alignment; implying that the alignment contains the added information provided by
conditioning on the team identity. In other words, the clusters in latent space that the variational
module finds with canonical alignment are team sensitive. This sensitivity to the team implies that
certain teams perform certain collective motions. However, after tree-alignment, this vanishes,
implying that the clusters found given optimal alignment exist below the level of player combinations.

How many and which agents can we predict?
To evaluate how many and which agents we can predict, we split our prediction tasks into i) exclusively predicting all 5 offense agents (Section 3.5), ii) exclusively predicting all 5 defense agents,
and iii) predicting a mixture of offense and defense agents, from one of each (mix 1v1) to all 10
agents (mix 5v5).
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Defense only Predicting defense is more straightforward than our other tasks because the defense
reacts to the offense’s play. Thus, the offense motion encodes much of the information about the
defense motion. This is supported by the overall improvement in prediction for the defense as compared to the offense (Table 3.3a and b). The trends in the effect of conditionals and alignment are
similar to the offense-only prediction results, indicating the value of information is similar regardless of adversary predicted. Therefore, we use role alignment and conditionals history, context,
and team identity in subsequent experiments.
Mixed offense and defense Our most challenging prediction task is to simultaneous predict the
motion of offense and defense. This is akin to asking: can we predict the motion of unobserved
agents given the motion of the remaining seen agents? In the most general case of trying to predict
all players, we found that the prediction performance splits the difference between the prediction
of the offense and defense alone (Table 3.3a).
Next, we investigated how many agents per team we could predict over a 4 s time horizon,
given a 4 s history (Table 3.3c). Surprisingly, we found relatively little performance degradation
when predicting the motion of all ten players (5v5) versus one player each (1v1) on offense and
defense (5.7 ft vs 4.2 ft). In the case of predicting all ten agents, the only conditionals are the
player or team identities and the previous 1 s of history. The input is the 4 s trajectory history.

How does personnel influence prediction?
Since alignment improved our prediction results, we investigated the per-role prediction error
(Fig. 3.5a) to uncover whether some roles are easier to predict than others. We found ∼ 16%
difference in the per-role prediction error for predicting offense compared to defense only. However, the per role variation does not hold when predicting a mixture of agents, in which case the
prediction error of all agents increases.

How much history do we need?
Next, we tested the effect of the observed trajectory duration on prediction performance, that
is how the history length influences predictions. The conditionals are the previous 1 s of the
agents we are predicting, the future motion of players we are not predicting, and the team or
player identity. We varied the observed history from 1-8 s and predicted the subsequent 4 s. As
before, the defense is the easiest to predict, and multi-template role alignment with team identity
provides the best prediction performance (Table 3.3a). We find 4 s of history is barely optimal,
either because the player motions decorrelate at this time scale, or our encoder architecture cannot
recover correlations at longer timescales.

How far can we predict?
To evaluate how far in the future we can predict, we provided 4 s of history of all player motions
and predicted out to at most 8 s. Additionally, we provided the last 1 s of player motions and the
future of the un-predicted agents as a conditional. In Fig. 3.6 we can clearly see that as the we
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Time (s)

Player Role

(a) Per-role error (avg distance, ft).

(b) Error vs prediction horizon.

Figure 3.5: Prediction error ablation. For all experiments, we provided 4 s of history and conditioned on the previous 1 second and the future of all agents not predicted. a) We evaluate the
per-role prediction error for a 4 s prediction horizon, given a 4 s observed history. Defense is easier to predict than offense, and although mixed (2v2) appears to have better overall prediction than
offense, per-role it is slightly worse, which makes sense because it’s a harder task. b) We visualize
the prediction errors as a function of horizon, given a 4 s observed trajectory history. The baselines
are velocity (for offense only), and vanilla LSTM and Social LSTM (for all 10 agents), which we
compare with our best method run on offense and defense only, as well as the mixture of all 10
agents. The precise values are reported in Table 3.3b.

T = 1s

T = 2s

T = 4s

T = 6s

T = 8s

Figure 3.6: Prediction as a function of time horizon. We input the previous 4 s of every agent’s
motion (grey), and predict the offense player trajectories over horizon T s. The conditionals are
the future motion of the defense (not shown), the final one second of offense history, and team
identity. Each row represents a different example, and each color represents the player tree-based
role. Dashed lines are the ground truth.
to underestimate the curvature of motions (cyan in example 1, T = 6 s), or underestimate the
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complexity of motion (purple in row 1, T = 6 s and red in row 2, T = 6 s).
As expected, the prediction error increases monotonically with the prediction time horizon
(Fig. 3.5b), and when we include team identity, the prediction error changes less with the time
horizon. Also, we see that the prediction error for the defensive is smaller than mixed offense and
defense or offense alone.
We also notice that we far outperform the current state of the art prediction methods (Fig. 3.5b).
It is remarkable that even when predicting the motion of all agents that our performance is three
times as good as the Social LSTM (for 4 s time horizon). Again, it is important to note that
the performance of the LSTM baselines agrees with previous results on a similar dataset [117].
Lastly, we note that the prediction of player trajectories presented by Shan et al. [117] which uses
far more information, specifically the egocentric appearance of all players produces a per player
average error of 11.8 ft (3.6 m). Though not directly comparable, this shows the power of our
proposed generative method: with less information, our method produces noticeably better results.

3.6

Discussion

We have shown that a generative method based on conditional variational autoencoder (CVAE)
is three times as accurate as the state of the art recurrent frameworks for the task of predicting
player trajectories in an adversarial team game. Furthermore, these predictions improve by conditioning the predictions on the history and the context, i.e., the motion of agents not predicted and
their identity. Also, where available, further improvement in the quality of prediction can be found
by providing multi-template aligned data. By aligning and conditioning of context and history, we
can produce remarkably accurate, context-specific predictions without the need for ranking and
refinement modules. We also found that our predictions were sensitive to the player role, as determined during alignment. However, we did not find any additional improvement in prediction when
providing the player identity alone. The sensitivity to the player role, but not identity implies that
role contains the information held in identity alone. Therefore, more fine-grained personalization
may require additional player data, such as weight, height, age, minutes played.
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Chapter 4
Learning 3D Human Dynamics
In the previous two chapters, we focused on methods for prediction largely in an abstracted,
overhead representation of game play in sports. This representation captures well player spacing
and broad motion. However, with it, we lose all information about appearance, including pose and
the individual person dynamics, such as their gait. Furthermore, the overhead representation does
not necessarily generalize well; we may not always be able to estimate an overhead representation
of people interacting. This necessitates the ability to predict directly from the pixels, which in turn
means we need to be able to understand how people are moving in videos from looking at their
appearance. In this chapter, we present a framework for learning a representation of human motion
that we can: 1) use to estimate the 3d pose and shape of people moving in videos, and 2) use to
hallucinate the motion surrounding a single-frame snapshot.

4.1

Introduction

Consider the image of the baseball player mid-swing in Figure 4.1. Even though we only
see a flat two-dimensional picture, we can infer the player’s 3D pose, as we can easily imagine
how his knees bend and arms extend in space. Furthermore, we can also infer his motion in the
surrounding moments as he swings the bat through. We can do this because we have a mental
model of 3D human dynamics that we have acquired from observing many examples of people in
motion.
In this work, we present a computational framework that can similarly learn a model of 3D
human dynamics from video. Given a temporal sequence of images, we first extract per-image
features, and then train a simple 1D temporal encoder that learns a representation of 3D human
dynamics over a temporal context of image features. We force this representation to capture 3D
human dynamics by predicting not only the current 3D human pose and shape, but also changes
in pose in the nearby past and future frames. We transfer the learned 3D dynamics knowledge
to static images by learning a hallucinator that can hallucinate the temporal context representation
This chapter is based on joint work with Angjoo Kanazawa, Jason Y. Zhang, and Jitendra Malik [61], presented
primarily as it appeared in the CVPR 2019 proceedings.
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Input

Predictions

Different
Viewpoint
Figure 4.1: 3D motion prediction from a single image. We propose a method that, given a single image
of a person, predicts the 3D mesh of the person’s body and also hallucinates the future and past motion.
Our method can learn from videos with only 2D pose annotations in a semi-supervised manner. Note our
training set does not have any ground truth 3D pose sequences of batting motion. Our model also produces
smooth 3D predictions from video input.

from a single image feature. The hallucinator is trained in a self-supervised manner using the actual
output of the temporal encoder. Figure 4.2 illustrates the overview of our training procedure.
At test time, when the input is a video, the temporal encoder can be used to produce smooth 3D
predictions: having a temporal context reduces uncertainty and jitter in the 3D prediction inherent
in single-view approaches. The encoder provides the benefit of learned smoothing, which reduces
the acceleration error by 56% versus a comparable single-view approach on a recent dataset of 3D
humans in the wild. Our approach also obtains state-of-the-art 3D error on this dataset without any
fine-tuning. When the input is a single image, the hallucinator can predict the current 3D human
mesh as well as the change in 3D pose in nearby future and past frames, as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
We design our framework so that it can be trained on various types of supervision. A major
challenge in 3D human prediction from a video or an image is that 3D supervision is limited in
quantity and challenging to obtain at a large scale. Videos with 3D annotations are often captured
in a controlled environment, and models trained on these videos alone do not generalize to the
complexity of the real world. When 3D ground truth is not available, our model can be trained
with 2D pose annotations via the reprojection loss [136] and an adversarial prior that constrains
the 3D human pose to lie in the manifold of real human poses [60]. However, the amount of video
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labeled with ground truth 2D pose is still limited because ground truth annotations are costly to
acquire.
While annotated data is always limited, there are millions of videos uploaded daily on the
Internet. In this work we harvest this potentially unlimited source of unlabeled videos. We curate
two large-scale video datasets of humans and train on this data using pseudo-ground truth 2D pose
obtained from a state-of-the-art 2D pose detector [23]. Excitingly, our experiments indicate that
adding more videos with pseudo-ground truth 2D monotonically improves the model performance
both in term of 3D pose and 2D reprojection error: 3D pose error reduces by 9% and 2D pose
accuracy increases by 8%. Our approach falls in the category of omni-supervision [103], a subset
of semi-supervised learning where the learner exploits all data along with Internet-scale unlabeled
data. We distill the knowledge of an accurate 2D pose detector into our 3D predictors through
unlabeled video. While omni-supervision has been shown to improve 2D recognition problems, as
far as we know, our experiment is the first to show that training on pseudo-ground truth 2D pose
labels improves 3D prediction.
In summary, we propose a simple but effective temporal encoder that learns to capture 3D
human dynamics. The learned representation allows smooth 3D mesh predictions from video in a
feed-forward manner. The learned representation can be transferred to a static image, where from
a single image, we can predict the current 3D mesh as well as the change in 3D pose in nearby
frames. We further show that our model can leverage an Internet-scale source of unlabeled videos
using pseudo-ground truth 2D pose.

4.2

Related Work

3D pose and shape from a single image. Estimating 3D body pose and shape from a single image
is a fundamentally ambiguous task that most methods deal by using some model of human bodies
and priors. Seminal works in this area [45, 111, 2] rely on silhouette features or manual interaction
from users [111, 47, 148] to fit the parameters of a statistical body model. A fully automatic method
was proposed by Bogo [16], which fits the parametric SMPL [83] model to 2D joint locations
detected by an off-the-shelf 2D pose detector [102] with strong priors. Lassner [74] extend the
approach to fitting predicted silhouettes. [144] explore the multi-person setting. Very recently,
multiple approaches integrate the SMPL body model within a deep learning framework [120, 118,
99, 60, 96], where models are trained to directly infer the SMPL parameters. These methods vary
in the cues they use to infer the 3D pose and shape: RGB image [118, 60], RGB image and 2D
keypoints [120], keypoints and silhouettes [99], or keypoints and body part segmentations [96].
Methods that employ silhouettes obtain more accurate shapes, but require that the person is fully
visible and unoccluded in the image. Varol explore predicting a voxel representation of human
body [122]. In this work we go beyond these approaches by proposing a method that can predict
shape and pose from a single image, as well as how the body changes locally in time.
3D pose and shape from video. While there are more papers that utilize video, most rely on a
multi-view setup, which requires significant instrumentation. We focus on videos obtained from
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a monocular camera. Most approaches take a two-stage approach: first obtaining a single-view
3D reconstruction and then post-processing the result to be smooth via solving a constrained optimization problem [150, 131, 106, 108, 53, 91, 101]. Recent methods obtain accurate shapes
and textures of clothing by pre-capturing the actors and making use of silhouettes [119, 137, 48,
8]. While these approaches obtain far more accurate shape, reliance on the pre-scan and silhouettes restricts these approaches to videos obtained in an interactive and controlled environments.
Our approach is complementary to these two-stage approaches, since all predictions can be postprocessed and refined. There are some recent works that output smooth 3D pose and shape: [120]
predicts SMPL parameters from two video frames by using optical flow, silhouettes, and keypoints
in a self-supervised manner. [7] exploits optical flow to obtain temporally coherent human poses.
[59] fits a body model to a sequence of 3D point clouds and 3D joints obtained from multi-view
stereo. Several approaches train LSTM models on various inputs such as image features [81], 2D
joints [51], or 3D joints [29] to obtain temporally coherent 3D joint outputs. More recently, TPNet [31] learns a fully convolutional network that smooths the predicted 3D joints. Concurrently
to ours, [100] use a fully convolutional network to predict 3D joints from 2D joint sequences. We
directly predict the 3D mesh outputs from 2D image sequences and can be trained with images
without any ground truth 3D annotation. Furthermore, our temporal encoder predicts the 3D pose
changes in nearby frames in addition to the current 3D pose. Our experiments indicate that the
prediction losses help the encoder to pay more attention to the dynamics information available in
the temporal window.
Learning motion dynamics. There are many methods that predict 2D future outputs from video
using pixels [37, 33], flow [129], or 2D pose [130]. Other methods predict 3D future from 3D
inputs [41, 57, 20, 80, 123]. In contrast, our work predicts future and past 3D pose from 2D inputs.
There are several approaches that predict future from a single image [127, 138, 25, 79, 42], but all
approaches predict future in 2D domains, while in this work we propose a framework that predicts
3D motions. Closest to our work is that of Chao [25], who forecast 2D pose and then estimate the
3D pose from the predicted 2D pose. In this work, we predict dynamics directly in the 3D space
and learn the 3D dynamics from video.

4.3

Approach

Our goal is to learn a representation of 3D human dynamics from video, from which we can
1) obtain smooth 3D prediction and 2) hallucinate 3D motion from static images. In particular,
we develop a framework that can learn 3D human dynamics from unlabeled, everyday videos of
people on the Internet. We first define the problem and discuss different tiers of data sources our
approach can learn from. We then present our framework that learns to encode 3D human motion
dynamics from videos. Finally, we discuss how to transfer this knowledge to static images such
that one can hallucinate short-term human dynamics from a static image. Figure 4.2 illustrates the
framework.
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resnet

<latexit sha1_base64="A9v7Yho0J3Vycl7k4qnDpjzaCKs=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avGr6pHL4ul4KkkXvRY9OKxgv2ANpTNdtOu3WzC7kQoof/Bk6AgXv0/nvw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0ylMOh5305pY3Nre6e86+7tHxweVY5P2ibJNOMtlshEd0NquBSKt1Cg5N1UcxqHknfCye283nni2ohEPeA05UFMR0pEglG0VrufjsUAB5WqV/cWIuvgF1CFQs1B5as/TFgWc4VMUmN6vpdikFONgkk+c2v9zPCUsgkd8Z5FRWNugnyx7ozUrDMkUaLtU0gWrvtrIqexMdM4tJ0xxbFZrc3N/2q9DKPrIBcqzZArtvwoyiTBhMxvJ0OhOUM5tUCZFnZZwsZUU4Y2Idem4K/evA7ty7pv+d6rNm6KPMpwBudwAT5cQQPuoAktYPAIz/AKb07qvDjvzseyteQUM6fwR87nDwbKj00=</latexit>
sha1_base64="zpzSF7cTTwCmJ5I3oZtSAc9ljaU=">AAAB7nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLLQZDwCrs2mgZtLFMwFwgWcLsZDYZM7s7zJwVQsg7WAkKYusj+B5Wdj6Kk0uhiT8MfPznHOacP1RSGPS8Lye3tr6xuZXfdnd29/YPCodHDZNmmvE6S2WqWyE1XIqE11Gg5C2lOY1DyZvh8GZabz5wbUSa3OFI8SCm/UREglG0VqOjBqKL3ULRK3szkVXwF1CsnH7UvgGg2i18dnopy2KeIJPUmLbvKQzGVKNgkk/cUiczXFE2pH3etpjQmJtgPFt3QkrW6ZEo1fYlSGau+2tiTGNjRnFoO2OKA7Ncm5r/1doZRlfBWCQqQ56w+UdRJgmmZHo76QnNGcqRBcq0sMsSNqCaMrQJuTYFf/nmVWhclH3LNRvHNcyVhxM4g3Pw4RIqcAtVqAODe3iEZ3hxlPPkvDpv89acs5g5hj9y3n8AGQmRkg==</latexit>
sha1_base64="9nYBMlGfve6uI1hOcZr3w4r4NwA=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK3jrepSkWApuCozbnRZdOOyBXuBdiiZNNPGZjIhyQhl6NK9K0FB3PoIfQ9XPoMvYXpZaOsPgY//nEPO+UPJmTae9+WsrK6tb2zmttztnd29/fzBYV0nqSK0RhKeqGaINeVM0JphhtOmVBTHIaeNcHAzqTceqNIsEXdmKGkQ455gESPYWKveln3WMZ18wSt5U6Fl8OdQKJ+Mq9+Pp+NKJ//Z7iYkjakwhGOtW74nTZBhZRjhdOQW26mmEpMB7tGWRYFjqoNsuu4IFa3TRVGi7BMGTV3310SGY62HcWg7Y2z6erE2Mf+rtVITXQUZEzI1VJDZR1HKkUnQ5HbUZYoSw4cWMFHMLotIHytMjE3ItSn4izcvQ/2i5Fuu2jiuYaYcHMMZnIMPl1CGW6hADQjcwxO8wKsjnWfnzXmfta4485kj+CPn4wf4pZL4</latexit>

t

fmovie

<latexit sha1_base64="jjTOBxwmGBq44S2gv2ccNsH6PUw=">AAAB9XicbZBNS8NAEIY39avWr6pHL4ul4KkkXvRY9OKxgv2ANpTNdtIu3Wzi7kQtob/Dk6AgXv0xnvw3btsctPWFhYd3ZpjZN0ikMOi6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etUycag5NHstYdwJmQAoFTRQooZNoYFEgoR2Mr2f19gNoI2J1h5ME/IgNlQgFZ2gtv4fwhJkGowCn/XLFrblz0VXwcqiQXI1++as3iHkagUIumTFdz03Qz5hGwSVMS9VeaiBhfMyG0LWoWATGz+ZXT2nVOgMaxto+hXTuln5NZCwyZhIFtjNiODLLtZn5X62bYnjpZ0IlKYLii0VhKinGdBYBHQgNHOXEAuNa2GMpHzHNONqgSjYFb/nPq9A6r3mWb91K/SrPo0hOyCk5Ix65IHVyQxqkSTi5J8/klbw5j86L8+58LFoLTj5zTP7I+fwBDHCSzQ==</latexit>
sha1_base64="fScqiiQXpkXj54v5QP7SxFwBUdA=">AAAB9XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avGr6pHL8FS8FQSL3oRi148VrBVaINsthNdutnE3YlaQsF/4UlQEK/+DH+AJ/+N29aDXy8sPLwzw8y+USaFId//cEpT0zOzc+V5d2FxaXmlsrrWNmmuObZ4KlN9FjGDUihskSCJZ5lGlkQST6P+4ah+eo3aiFSd0CDDMGEXSsSCM7JW2CW8pUKjUUjD80rVr/tjeX8h+ILq/pu7dwcAzfPKe7eX8jxBRVwyYzqBn1FYME2CSxy6tW5uMGO8zy6wY1GxBE1YjK8eejXr9Lw41fYp8sau+22iYIkxgySynQmjS/O7NjL/q3VyinfDQqgsJ1R8sijOpUepN4rA6wmNnOTAAuNa2GM9fsk042SDcm0Kwe8//4X2dj2wfOxXGwcwURk2YBO2IIAdaMARNKEFHK7gHh7hyblxHpxn52XSWnK+Ztbhh5zXT311lJo=</latexit>
sha1_base64="F32xiQ21DifPsXxcuNhFL6cLDpg=">AAAB9XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VV26CZaCq5K40Y1YdOOygr1AG8pketIOnUzizIlaQp/DlaAobn0MH8CF+DZOLwtt/WHg4z/ncM78QSK4Rtf9thYWl5ZXVnNr9vrG5tZ2fme3puNUMaiyWMSqEVANgkuoIkcBjUQBjQIB9aB/MarXb0FpHstrHCTgR7QrecgZRWP5LYR7zBRoCThs5wtuyR3LmQdvCoWzD/s0efmyK+38Z6sTszQCiUxQrZuem6CfUYWcCRjaxVaqIaGsT7vQNChpBNrPxlcPnaJxOk4YK/MkOmPX/jWR0UjrQRSYzohiT8/WRuZ/tWaK4YmfcZmkCJJNFoWpcDB2RhE4Ha6AoRgYoExxc6zDelRRhiYo26Tgzf55HmpHJc/wlVson5OJcmSfHJBD4pFjUiaXpEKqhJEb8kCeyLN1Zz1ar9bbpHXBms7skT+y3n8AcHiWDg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wgAR86UeRmGX/ywYG+YE7Qe+Mgc=">AAAB9nicbZBNS8NAEIY3ftb6VfXoZbEUPJXEix6LXjxWsB/QxrLZTtqlm03YnZSW0P/hSVAQr/4XT/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M8zsGyRSGHTdb2djc2t7Z7ewV9w/ODw6Lp2cNk2cag4NHstYtwNmQAoFDRQooZ1oYFEgoRWM7ub11hi0EbF6xGkCfsQGSoSCM7TWU9jrIkwwi+KxgFmvVHar7kJ0HbwcyiRXvVf66vZjnkagkEtmTMdzE/QzplFwCbNipZsaSBgfsQF0LCoWgfGzxdkzWrFOn4axtk8hXbjFXxMZi4yZRoHtjBgOzWptbv5X66QY3viZUEmKoPhyUZhKijGdZ0D7QgNHObXAuBb2WMqHTDOONqmiTcFb/fM6NK+qnuUHt1y7zfMokHNyQS6JR65JjdyTOmkQTjR5Jq/kzZk4L86787Fs3XDymTPyR87nD7WUkys=</latexit>
sha1_base64="2n8x7xwsNrkcl2rme+vmjCzgf8M=">AAAB9nicbZA7SwNBEMfnfMb4ilpqcRgCVuHORsugjWUC5gFJDHubuWTJ3oPduZBw5HtYCQpia+n3sLLzo7h5FJr4h4Uf/5lhZv9eLIUmx/my1tY3Nre2MzvZ3b39g8Pc0XFNR4niWOWRjFTDYxqlCLFKgiQ2YoUs8CTWvcHttF4fotIiCu9pHGM7YL1Q+IIzMtaD32kRjigNoqHASSeXd4rOTPYquAvIl84+Kt8AUO7kPlvdiCcBhsQl07rpOjG1U6ZIcImTbKGVaIwZH7AeNg2GLEDdTmdnT+yCcbq2HynzQrJnbvbXRMoCrceBZzoDRn29XJua/9WaCfnX7VSEcUIY8vkiP5E2RfY0A7srFHKSYwOMK2GOtXmfKcbJJJU1KbjLf16F2mXRNVwxcdzAXBk4hXO4ABeuoAR3UIYqcFDwCM/wYo2sJ+vVepu3rlmLmRP4I+v9B8fTlXA=</latexit>
sha1_base64="vVM2AtV42U/+mBS2E5Wts7DKXwo=">AAAB9nicbZDJSgNBEIZ74hbHLepRkcEQ8BRmvOgx6MVjAmaBZAw9nZqkSc9Cd01IGHL0HTwJCuLVY97Dk8/gS9hZDpr4Q8PHX1VU9e/Fgiu07S8js7a+sbmV3TZ3dvf2D3KHRzUVJZJBlUUikg2PKhA8hCpyFNCIJdDAE1D3+rfTen0AUvEovMdRDG5AuyH3OaOorQe/3UIYYhpEAw7jdi5vF+2ZrFVwFpAvnU4q349nk3I799nqRCwJIEQmqFJNx47RTalEzgSMzUIrURBT1qddaGoMaQDKTWdnj62CdjqWH0n9QrRmrvlrIqWBUqPA050BxZ5ark3N/2rNBP1rN+VhnCCEbL7IT4SFkTXNwOpwCQzFSANlkutjLdajkjLUSZk6BWf5z6tQuyw6mis6jhsyV5ackHNyQRxyRUrkjpRJlTAiyRN5Ia/G0Hg23oz3eWvGWMwckz8yPn4Ap36W1g==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pljPbQWk0PQhrRL9f4xqFwsa7aA=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avGr6pHL4ul4KkkXvRY9OKxgv2ANpTNdtOu3WzC7kQoof/Bk6AgXv0/nvw3btsctPWFhYd3ZtiZN0ylMOh5305pY3Nre6e86+7tHxweVY5P2ibJNOMtlshEd0NquBSKt1Cg5N1UcxqHknfCye283nni2ohEPeA05UFMR0pEglG0VrvfHIsBDipVr+4tRNbBL6AKhZqDyld/mLAs5gqZpMb0fC/FIKcaBZN85tb6meEpZRM64j2LisbcBPli3RmpWWdIokTbp5AsXPfXRE5jY6ZxaDtjimOzWpub/9V6GUbXQS5UmiFXbPlRlEmCCZnfToZCc4ZyaoEyLeyyhI2ppgxtQq5NwV+9eR3al3Xf8r1XbdwUeZThDM7hAny4ggbcQRNawOARnuEV3pzUeXHenY9la8kpZk7hj5zPH9Wbjy0=</latexit>
sha1_base64="DwWOmTwRfYaRoxKJARAHsQB6lU8=">AAAB7nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1HBxmYwBKzCro2WQRvLBMwFkiXOTibJmNnZZeasEJa8g5WgILa+j5WNz+LkUmjiDwMf/zmHOecPEykMet6Xk1tb39jcym+7O7t7+weFw6OGiVPNeJ3FMtatkBouheJ1FCh5K9GcRqHkzXB0M603H7k2IlZ3OE54ENGBEn3BKFqr0akORRe7haJX9mYiq+AvoFg5qX3fA0C1W/js9GKWRlwhk9SYtu8lGGRUo2CST9xSJzU8oWxEB7xtUdGImyCbrTshJev0SD/W9ikkM9f9NZHRyJhxFNrOiOLQLNem5n+1dor9qyATKkmRKzb/qJ9KgjGZ3k56QnOGcmyBMi3ssoQNqaYMbUKuTcFfvnkVGhdl33LNxnENc+XhFM7gHHy4hArcQhXqwOABnuAFXp3EeXbenPd5a85ZzBzDHzkfP2YnkRI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="z8lqO2r8PKcpNPYC5KMm9xROheA=">AAAB7nicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1HBxmYxBKzCro2WITaWCZgLJEuYncwmY2Znl5mzQljyDlaCgtja+Ba+gZWNz+LkUmjiDwMf/zmHOecPEsE1uu6XlVtb39jcym/bO7t7+weFw6OmjlNFWYPGIlbtgGgmuGQN5ChYO1GMRIFgrWB0Pa237pnSPJa3OE6YH5GB5CGnBI3V7NaGvIe9QtEtuzM5q+AtoFg5qX/z9+pHrVf47PZjmkZMIhVE647nJuhnRCGngk3sUjfVLCF0RAasY1CSiGk/m607cUrG6TthrMyT6Mxc+9dERiKtx1FgOiOCQ71cm5r/1Tophld+xmWSIpN0/lGYCgdjZ3q70+eKURRjA4QqbpZ16JAoQtEkZJsUvOWbV6F5UfYM100cVZgrD6dwBufgwSVU4AZq0AAKd/AAT/BsJdaj9WK9zltz1mLmGP7IevsBuSSSzg==</latexit>

t

f3D

⇥t

f

⇥t+

<latexit sha1_base64="NVeGtsCEklfHTBUj2wOj2WvFqV8=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4ul4KkketBjUQ8eK9gPaEPZbDft2s0m7E6EEvofPAkK4tX/48l/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39g/LhUcvEqWa8yWIZ605ADZdC8SYKlLyTaE6jQPJ2ML6Z1dtPXBsRqwecJNyP6FCJUDCK1mqF/ezidtovV9yaOxdZBS+HCuRq9MtfvUHM0ogrZJIa0/XcBP2MahRM8mmp2ksNTygb0yHvWlQ04sbP5utOSdU6AxLG2j6FZO6Wfk1kNDJmEgW2M6I4Msu1mflfrZtieOVnQiUpcsUWH4WpJBiT2e1kIDRnKCcWKNPCLkvYiGrK0CZUsil4yzevQuu85lm+dyv16zyPIpzAKZyBB5dQhztoQBMYPMIzvMKbkzgvzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyR8/kDqy+PEQ==</latexit>
sha1_base64="3/gTX0G2CIT80Zq0se68KIVSsuw=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdb1WXugiWgqsyowtdFnXhsgV7gXYomTTTxmaSIckIZeg7uBIUxK2P4Hu4cuejmF4W2vpD4OM/55Bz/jDhTBvP+3JyK6tr6xv5TXdre2d3r7B/0NAyVYTWieRStUKsKWeC1g0znLYSRXEcctoMh9eTevOBKs2kuDOjhAYx7gsWMYKNtRpRNzu/GXcLRa/sTYWWwZ9DsXL8UfsGgGq38NnpSZLGVBjCsdZt30tMkGFlGOF07JY6qaYJJkPcp22LAsdUB9l03TEqWaeHIqnsEwZNXffXRIZjrUdxaDtjbAZ6sTYx/6u1UxNdBhkTSWqoILOPopQjI9HkdtRjihLDRxYwUcwui8gAK0yMTci1KfiLNy9D46zsW67ZOK5gpjwcwQmcgg8XUIFbqEIdCNzDIzzDi5M4T86r8zZrzTnzmUP4I+f9B71ukVY=</latexit>
sha1_base64="VrbDNZwmIDnJubZAbdRUeEPy/4Y=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdb1WXigRLwVWZqQtdFnXhsgV7gXYomTTTxmYyQ5IRytCle1eCgrj1EfoernwGX8L0stDWHwIf/zmHnPP7MWdKO86XlVlZXVvfyG7aW9s7u3u5/YO6ihJJaI1EPJJNHyvKmaA1zTSnzVhSHPqcNvzB9aTeeKBSsUjc6WFMvRD3BAsYwdpY9aCTnt+MOrm8U3SmQsvgziFfPh5Xvx9PxpVO7rPdjUgSUqEJx0q1XCfWXoqlZoTTkV1oJ4rGmAxwj7YMChxS5aXTdUeoYJwuCiJpntBo6tq/JlIcKjUMfdMZYt1Xi7WJ+V+tlejg0kuZiBNNBZl9FCQc6QhNbkddJinRfGgAE8nMsoj0scREm4Rsk4K7ePMy1EtF13DVxHEFM2XhCE7hDFy4gDLcQgVqQOAenuAFXq3YerberPdZa8aazxzCH1kfP50Zkrw=</latexit>

Ladv prior
<latexit sha1_base64="qYwfsNcmUzKSq5Ibfil3AT+H8Mc=">AAAB/nicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8xcvOzWApuCqJG10W3bhwUcFeoA1hMpm0QycXZk6KNQR8FFeCgrj1PVz5Nk7bLLT1h4GP/5zDOfP7qeAKbPvbWFldW9/YrGyZ2zu7e/vWwWFbJZmkrEUTkciuTxQTPGYt4CBYN5WMRL5gHX90Pa13xkwqnsT3MEmZG5FBzENOCWjLs45vvbwP7AFyEoxxKnkii8Kzqnbdngkvg1NCFZVqetZXP0hoFrEYqCBK9Rw7BTcnEjgVrDBr/UyxlNARGbCexphETLn57PwC17QT4DCR+sWAZ675ayInkVKTyNedEYGhWqxNzf9qvQzCSzfncZoBi+l8UZgJDAmeZoEDLhkFMdFAqOT6WEyHRBIKOjFTp+As/nkZ2ud1R/OdXW1clXlU0Ak6RWfIQReogW5QE7UQRY/oGb2iN+PJeDHejY9564pRzhyhPzI+fwClupXd</latexit>
sha1_base64="dHvDZOPuvjk4uSDFmJVrrzdsFns=">AAAB/nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3rLV46m8EYsAq7NloGbSwsIpgLJGGZnUySIbMXZs4G4xLwUawEBbETS9/Bygexd3IpNPGHgY//nMM58/uxFBod58taWFxaXlnNrNnrG5tb29md3YqOEsV4mUUyUjWfai5FyMsoUPJarDgNfMmrfu9iVK/2udIiCm9wEPNmQDuhaAtG0Vhedv/KSxvIbzGlrT6JlYjUcOhlc07BGYvMgzuFXPHo++0DAEpe9rPRilgS8BCZpFrXXSfGZkoVCib50M43Es1jynq0w+sGQxpw3UzH5w9J3jgt0o6UeSGSsWv/mkhpoPUg8E1nQLGrZ2sj879aPcH2WTMVYZwgD9lkUTuRBCMyyoK0hOIM5cAAZUqYYwnrUkUZmsRsk4I7++d5qJwUXMPXJo5zmCgDB3AIx+DCKRThEkpQBgZ38ABP8GzdW4/Wi/U6aV2wpjN78EfW+w9y+Zis</latexit>
sha1_base64="leEpfJSi2FVEXZMBXLzvzLedcAk=">AAAB/nicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcaNl/XS2QzGgFXYtdEyaGNhEcFcIAnL7GQ2GTJ7YeZsMC4LPoqVoCB2Yu8jWPkgWju5FJr4w8DHf87hnPm9WHAFtv1pLCwuLa+s5tbM/PrG5pa1vVNTUSIpq9JIRLLhEcUED1kVOAjWiCUjgSdY3eufj+r1AZOKR+E1DGPWDkg35D6nBLTlWnuXbtoCdgMp6QxwLHkks8y1CnbJHgvPgzOFQvnw6/V9kP+uuNZHqxPRJGAhUEGUajp2DO2USOBUsMwsthLFYkL7pMuaGkMSMNVOx+dnuKidDvYjqV8IeOyavyZSEig1DDzdGRDoqdnayPyv1kzAP22nPIwTYCGdLPITgSHCoyxwh0tGQQw1ECq5PhbTHpGEgk7M1Ck4s3+eh9pxydF8peM4QxPl0D46QEfIQSeojC5QBVURRbfoHj2iJ+POeDCejZdJ64IxndlFf2S8/QBtE5om</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m+ij0O8yLboSeLZ1P+ooz2HDu7Y=">AAAB8HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avGr6pHL4ul4KkkXvRY9OKxQr+gDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6J/wJCiIV/+OJ/+N2zYHbX1h4eGdGXbmDVMpDHret1Pa2t7Z3SvvuweHR8cnldOzjkkyzXibJTLRvZAaLoXibRQoeS/VnMah5N1wer+od5+4NiJRLZylPIjpWIlIMIrW6g1aE450iMNK1at7S5FN8AuoQqHmsPI1GCUsi7lCJqkxfd9LMcipRsEkn7u1QWZ4StmUjnnfoqIxN0G+XHhOatYZkSjR9ikkS9f9NZHT2JhZHNrOmOLErNcW5n+1fobRbZALlWbIFVt9FGWSYEIW15OR0JyhnFmgTAu7LGETqilDm5FrU/DXb96EznXdt/zoVRt3RR5luIBLuAIfbqABD9CENjCQ8Ayv8OZo58V5dz5WrSWnmDmHP3I+fwBoYpAW</latexit>
sha1_base64="9Er9xph29VfvuljExoTBuuBLjtk=">AAAB8HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYAlZh10bLoI1lArlBssTZyWwyZHZ2mTkrhCUvYSUoiK2vY2Xjszi5FJr4w8DHf85hzvmDRAqDrvvl5DY2t7Z38ruFvf2Dw6Pi8UnLxKlmvMliGetOQA2XQvEmCpS8k2hOo0DydjC+m9Xbj1wbEasGThLuR3SoRCgYRWt1eo0RR9rHfrHkVty5yDp4SyhVz+rfDwBQ6xc/e4OYpRFXyCQ1puu5CfoZ1SiY5NNCuZcanlA2pkPetahoxI2fzReekrJ1BiSMtX0Kydwt/JrIaGTMJApsZ0RxZFZrM/O/WjfF8MbPhEpS5IotPgpTSTAms+vJQGjOUE4sUKaFXZawEdWUoc2oYFPwVm9eh9ZVxbNct3HcwkJ5OIcLuAQPrqEK91CDJjCQ8AQv8Opo59l5c94XrTlnOXMKf+R8/AD435H7</latexit>
sha1_base64="T+4nYmw7D/gEykujfSalVjcj4V8=">AAAB8HicbZDJSgNBEIZ74hbHLSp48dIYAp7CjBc9hnjxmEA2SIbQ06lJmvQsdNcIYchLeBIUxKvgW/gGnrz4LHaWgyb+0PDxVxVd9fuJFBod58vKbWxube/kd+29/YPDo8LxSUvHqeLQ5LGMVcdnGqSIoIkCJXQSBSz0JbT98e2s3r4HpUUcNXCSgBeyYSQCwRkaq9NrjABZH/uFolN25qLr4C6hWDmrf4v36ketX/jsDWKehhAhl0zrrusk6GVMoeASpnapl2pIGB+zIXQNRiwE7WXzhae0ZJwBDWJlXoR07tq/JjIWaj0JfdMZMhzp1drM/K/WTTG48TIRJSlCxBcfBamkGNPZ9XQgFHCUEwOMK2GWpXzEFONoMrJNCu7qzevQuiq7husmjipZKE/OyQW5JC65JhVyR2qkSTiR5IE8kWdLWY/Wi/W6aM1Zy5lT8kfW2w9L65O3</latexit>

L3D
<latexit sha1_base64="6vyZWUt9Qw8WFFlKlxnhZGLk/N0=">AAAB9XicbZBNS8NAEIY3ftb6VfXoJVgKnkqiBz0W9eDBQwX7AW0om+2kXbrZxN2JWkJ+hydBQbz6Yzz5b9y2OWjrCwsP78wws68fC67Rcb6tpeWV1bX1wkZxc2t7Z7e0t9/UUaIYNFgkItX2qQbBJTSQo4B2rICGvoCWP7qc1FsPoDSP5B2OY/BCOpA84IyisbybXtpFeML09CrLeqWyU3WmshfBzaFMctV7pa9uP2JJCBKZoFp3XCdGL6UKOROQFSvdRENM2YgOoGNQ0hC0l06vzuyKcfp2ECnzJNpTt/hrIqWh1uPQN50hxaGer03M/2qdBINzL+UyThAkmy0KEmFjZE8isPtcAUMxNkCZ4uZYmw2pogxNUEWTgjv/50VonlRdw7dOuXaR51Egh+SIHBOXnJEauSZ10iCM3JNn8krerEfrxXq3PmatS1Y+c0D+yPr8AVTSklY=</latexit>
sha1_base64="aTM0z4+YIn68/dJKGnGukKtq/28=">AAAB9XicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3rLSrY2CyGgFXY1ULLoBYWFgmYCyRLnJ3MJkNmL86cVcOyz2ElKIitD2Nl47M4uRSa+MPAx3/O4Zz5vVhwhbb9ZSwsLi2vrObWzPWNza3t/M5uXUWJpKxGIxHJpkcUEzxkNeQoWDOWjASeYA1vcDGqN+6ZVDwKb3AYMzcgvZD7nBLUlnvdSdvIHjE9ucyyTr5gl+yxrHlwplAo71e/bwGg0sl/trsRTQIWIhVEqZZjx+imRCKngmVmsZ0oFhM6ID3W0hiSgCk3HV+dWUXtdC0/kvqFaI1d89dESgKlhoGnOwOCfTVbG5n/1VoJ+mduysM4QRbSySI/ERZG1igCq8sloyiGGgiVXB9r0T6RhKIOytQpOLN/nof6ccnRXNVxnMNEOTiAQzgCB06hDFdQgRpQuIMneIFX48F4Nt6M90nrgjGd2YM/Mj5+AOVPlDs=</latexit>
sha1_base64="Pv25MPa7m1VczCqYmXCUMOg9U/M=">AAAB9XicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4iwo2NoMhYBV2tdAyRAsLiwTMBZIlzE5mkyGzs+vMWTUs+xxWgoLYiS/hG1jZ+CxOLoUm/jDw8Z9zOGd+LxJcg21/WQuLS8srq5m17PrG5tZ2bme3rsNYUVajoQhV0yOaCS5ZDTgI1owUI4EnWMMbnI/qjVumNA/lNQwj5gakJ7nPKQFjuVedpA3sHpKTizTt5PJ20R4Lz4MzhXxpv/rN38oflU7us90NaRwwCVQQrVuOHYGbEAWcCpZmC+1Ys4jQAemxlkFJAqbdZHx1igvG6WI/VOZJwGM3+2siIYHWw8AznQGBvp6tjcz/aq0Y/DM34TKKgUk6WeTHAkOIRxHgLleMghgaIFRxcyymfaIIBRNU1qTgzP55HurHRcdw1cRRRhNl0AE6REfIQaeohC5RBdUQRTfoAT2hZ+vOerRerNdJ64I1ndlDf2S9/wA4W5X3</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="NPfZjmjTjukcGwOy6hUjvoddNt8=">AAAB9HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6VfXoZbEUPJXEix6LevBYwX5AE8pmu2mXbjZhd1IooX/Dk6AgXv0znvw3btsctPWFhYd3ZpjZN0ylMOi6387G5tb2zm5pr7x/cHh0XDk5bZsk04y3WCIT3Q2p4VIo3kKBkndTzWkcSt4Jx3fzemfCtRGJesJpyoOYDpWIBKNoLT/q5/49l0gJzvqVqlt3FyLr4BVQhULNfuXLHyQsi7lCJqkxPc9NMcipRsEkn5VrfmZ4StmYDnnPoqIxN0G+OHpGatYZkCjR9ikkC7f8ayKnsTHTOLSdMcWRWa3Nzf9qvQyjmyAXKs2QK7ZcFGWSYELmCZCB0JyhnFqgTAt7LGEjqilDm1PZpuCt/nkd2ld1z/KjW23cFnmU4Bwu4BI8uIYGPEATWsAghWd4hTdn4rw4787HsnXDKWbO4I+czx89VJGw</latexit>
sha1_base64="81kOgYSQxR26Ma76UZHLTQ6RxNI=">AAAB9HicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3rLWqpxWAIWIVdGy2DWlgmYC6QXcLsZDYZMnth5mwgLHkNK0FBbK19Dys7H8XJpdDEHwY+/nMO58wfpFJodJwva219Y3Nru7Bj7+7tHxwWj46bOskU4w2WyES1A6q5FDFvoEDJ26niNAokbwXD22m9NeJKiyR+wHHK/Yj2YxEKRtFYXtjNvTsukRKcdIslp+LMRFbBXUCpevZR/waAWrf46fUSlkU8Riap1h3XSdHPqULBJJ/YZS/TPKVsSPu8YzCmEdd+Pjt6QsrG6ZEwUebFSGau/Wsip5HW4ygwnRHFgV6uTc3/ap0Mw2s/F3GaIY/ZfFGYSYIJmSZAekJxhnJsgDIlzLGEDaiiDE1OtknBXf7zKjQvK67huonjBuYqwCmcwwW4cAVVuIcaNIBBCo/wDC/WyHqyXq23eeuatZg5gT+y3n8AT5OT9Q==</latexit>
sha1_base64="bbwo9QeYG36oD8zIfQpc019O7xM=">AAAB9HicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbjrepSkcFScFUSN7os6sJlC/YCTSiT6aQdOpmEmZNCCV36Cq4EBXHruu/hymfwJZxeFtr6w8DHf87hnPmDRHANjvNl5dbWNza38tv2zu7e/kHh8Kih41RRVqexiFUrIJoJLlkdOAjWShQjUSBYMxjcTuvNIVOax/IBRgnzI9KTPOSUgLG8sJN5d0wAwTDuFIpO2ZkJr4K7gGLldFL7fjybVDuFT68b0zRiEqggWrddJwE/Iwo4FWxsl7xUs4TQAemxtkFJIqb9bHb0GJeM08VhrMyTgGeu/WsiI5HWoygwnRGBvl6uTc3/au0Uwms/4zJJgUk6XxSmAkOMpwngLleMghgZIFRxcyymfaIIBZOTbVJwl/+8Co3Lsmu4ZuK4QXPl0Qk6RxfIRVeogu5RFdURRQl6Qi/o1Rpaz9ab9T5vzVmLmWP0R9bHDy8+lVs=</latexit>

t

<latexit sha1_base64="UW/V0S7WRNcBKQtPUPFcG3MDfqE=">AAAB/XicbZDJSgNBEIZ74hbHbTRHL40hIAhhxoseg3rwGCEbJCH0dGqSJj0L3TXCMAQfxZOgIF59EE++jZ3loIk/NHz8VUVV/34ihUbX/bYKG5tb2zvFXXtv/+DwyDk+aek4VRyaPJax6vhMgxQRNFGghE6igIW+hLY/uZ3V24+gtIijBmYJ9EM2ikQgOENjDZxSrzEGZIMcL3p3IJFRnA6cslt156Lr4C2hTJaqD5yv3jDmaQgRcsm07npugv2cKRRcwtSu9FINCeMTNoKuwYiFoPv5/PoprRhnSINYmRchnbv2r4mchVpnoW86Q4ZjvVqbmf/VuikG1/1cREmKEPHFoiCVFGM6i4IOhQKOMjPAuBLmWMrHTDGOJjDbpOCt/nkdWpdVz/CDW67dLPMoklNyRs6JR65IjdyTOmkSTjLyTF7Jm/VkvVjv1seitWAtZ0rkj6zPH71GlLI=</latexit>
sha1_base64="x5OHU2epcdkIhTkOqWdfH++T664=">AAAB/XicbZDJSgNBEIZr4hbjFs3RS2sQBEFmvOgxqAePEbJBEkJPp2Ka9Cx01whhCD6KJ0FBvHr1HTz5IN7tLAdN/KHh468qqvr3YyUNue6Xk1laXlldy67nNja3tnfyu3s1EyVaYFVEKtINnxtUMsQqSVLYiDXywFdY9wdX43r9HrWRUVihYYztgN+FsicFJ2t18oVWpY/EOymdtK5REWc06uSL7qk7EVsEbwbF0sHx9wcAlDv5z1Y3EkmAIQnFjWl6bkztlGuSQuEod9RKDMZcDPgdNi2GPEDTTifXj9iRdbqsF2n7QmITN/drIuWBMcPAt50Bp76Zr43N/2rNhHoX7VSGcUIYiumiXqIYRWwcBetKjYLU0AIXWtpjmehzzQXZwHI2BW/+z4tQOzv1LN/aOC5hqizswyEcgwfnUIIbKEMVBAzhEZ7hxXlwnpxX523amnFmMwX4I+f9B8WplvA=</latexit>
sha1_base64="D4T+7wPezJdbVMxbz+zaZmmpyA0=">AAAB/XicbZDJSgNBEIZ74hbjFs3RS2sIRIQw40WPQT14jJANMiH0dCpJk56F7hohDMFH8BE8CQri1buv4MkH8W5nOWjiDw0ff1VR1b8XSaHRtr+s1Mrq2vpGejOztb2zu5fdP6jrMFYcajyUoWp6TIMUAdRQoIRmpID5noSGN7ya1Bt3oLQIgyqOImj7rB+InuAMjdXJ5tzqAJB1Ejx1r0EiozjuZPN2yZ6KLoMzh3z5qPj98eCeVDrZT7cb8tiHALlkWrccO8J2whQKLmGcKbixhojxIetDy2DAfNDtZHr9mBaM06W9UJkXIJ26mV8TCfO1Hvme6fQZDvRibWL+V2vF2LtoJyKIYoSAzxb1YkkxpJMoaFco4ChHBhhXwhxL+YApxtEEljEpOIt/Xob6WckxfGviuCQzpckhOSZF4pBzUiY3pEJqhJMReSTP5MW6t56sV+tt1pqy5jM58kfW+w86q5gG</latexit>

t

hallucinator
<latexit sha1_base64="+/guJaGxEToHXlTQC/8o94PlGdM=">AAAB/XicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbH22iXboKl4KrMuNFl0Y3LCvYCbSmZNNOGZpIhOSMOQ/FRXAkK4tYHceXbmLaz0NYfAh//OYdz8oeJ4AZ8/9spbWxube+Ud929/YPDI+/4pG1UqilrUSWU7obEMMElawEHwbqJZiQOBeuE05t5vfPAtOFK3kOWsEFMxpJHnBKw1tCr9IE9Qj4hQqSUSwJKz4Ze1a/7C+F1CAqookLNoffVHymaxkwCFcSYXuAnMMiJBk4Fm7m1fmpYQuiUjFnPoiQxM4N8cf0M16wzwpHS9knAC9f9NZGT2JgsDm1nTGBiVmtz879aL4XoapBzmaTAJF0uilKBQeF5FHjENaMgMguEam6PxXRCNKFgA3NtCsHqn9ehfVEPLN/51cZ1kUcZnaIzdI4CdIka6BY1UQtRlKFn9IrenCfnxXl3PpatJaeYqaA/cj5/AEXHla8=</latexit>
sha1_base64="bnTvlTfN7dyJhjaOPUcUZtsc3WY=">AAAB/XicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3GW7VLN8FScFUSN7oRi25cVrAXaEOZTCft0MkkzJyIJRR9E1eCgrj1EXwAV76N08tCW38Y+PjPOZwzf5AIrtF1v63cyura+kZ+097a3tndK+wfNHScKsrqNBaxagVEM8ElqyNHwVqJYiQKBGsGw6tJvXnHlOaxvMVRwvyI9CUPOSVorG6h2EF2j9mACJFSLgnGatwtlNyKO5WzDN4cShef9vkjANS6ha9OL6ZpxCRSQbRue26CfkYUcirY2C53Us0SQoekz9oGJYmY9rPp9WOnbJyeE8bKPInO1LV/TWQk0noUBaYzIjjQi7WJ+V+tnWJ45mdcJikySWeLwlQ4GDuTKJweV4yiGBkgVHFzrEMHRBGKJjDbpOAt/nkZGicVz/CNW6pewkx5OIQjOAYPTqEK11CDOlAYwRO8wKv1YD1bb9b7rDVnzWeK8EfWxw+2zJd8</latexit>
sha1_base64="SRSeBmBgDCnB/yjCELnJGfg6pd8=">AAAB/XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8Rbt0M1gKrkriRjdi0Y3LCvYCbSiT6aQdOpmEmRMxhOKjuBBBQdz6CD6AC/FtnF4W2vrDwMd/zuGc+YNEcA2u+20tLa+srq0XNuzNre2dXWdvv6HjVFFWp7GIVSsgmgkuWR04CNZKFCNRIFgzGF6O681bpjSP5Q1kCfMj0pc85JSAsbpOsQPsDvIBESKlXBKI1ajrlNyKOxFeBG8GpfMP+yx5/LJrXeez04tpGjEJVBCt256bgJ8TBZwKNrLLnVSzhNAh6bO2QUkipv18cv0Il43Tw2GszJOAJ679ayInkdZZFJjOiMBAz9fG5n+1dgrhqZ9zmaTAJJ0uClOBIcbjKHCPK0ZBZAYIVdwci+mAKELBBGabFLz5Py9C47jiGb52S9ULNFUBHaBDdIQ8dIKq6ArVUB1RlKEH9IxerHvryXq13qatS9Zspoj+yHr/AanPmPA=</latexit>

h
<latexit sha1_base64="93/wJpUzaGnaYC5KOXO5TgCCY1E=">AAAB6XicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avGr6pHL4ul4KkkXvRY9OKxBfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn+BJ0FBvPqTPPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTulre2d3b3yvntweHR8Ujk96+gkUwzbLBGJ6oVUo+AS24Ybgb1UIY1Dgd1wer+od59QaZ7IRzNLMYjpWPKIM2qs1ZoMK1Wv7i1FNsEvoAqFmsPK12CUsCxGaZigWvd9LzVBTpXhTODcrQ0yjSllUzrGvkVJY9RBvtx0TmrWGZEoUfZJQ5au+2sip7HWszi0nTE1E71eW5j/1fqZiW6DnMs0MyjZ6qMoE8QkZHE2GXGFzIiZBcoUt8sSNqGKMmPDcW0K/vrNm9C5rvuWW161cVfkUYYLuIQr8OEGGvAATWgDA4RneIU3Z+q8OO/Ox6q15BQz5/BHzucPMeSNEw==</latexit>
<latexit
sha1_base64="m+7QJ9ayuCGby2V8MbbevhnyU9I=">AAAB6XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8EQsAq7NtqIQRvLBMwFkiXMTk6SIbOzy8ysEJaAvZWgILY+jA9g5ds4uRSa+MPAx/+fw5xzwkRwbTzv28mtrW9sbuW33Z3dvf2DwuFRQ8epYlhnsYhVK6QaBZdYN9wIbCUKaRQKbIaj22nefECleSzvzTjBIKIDyfucUWOt2rBbKHplbyayCv4Citef7tUjAFS7ha9OL2ZphNIwQbVu+15igowqw5nAiVvqpBoTykZ0gG2Lkkaog2w26YSUrNMj/VjZJw2Zue6vjoxGWo+j0FZG1Az1cjY1/8vaqelfBhmXSWpQsvlH/VQQE5Pp2qTHFTIjxhYoU9wOS9iQKsqMPY5rr+Av77wKjfOyb7nmFSs3MFceTuAUzsCHC6jAHVShDgwQnuAFXp2R8+y8Oe/z0pyz6DmGP3I+fgCi6Y7g</latexit>
sha1_base64="B6Q1soKVqqAwtwHp1vhmHjYP66U=">AAAB6XicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK3jrerSTbAUXJUZN7oRi25ctmAv0A4lk562oZnMkGSEMvQJXAkK4rYP4wO4EN/G9LLQ1h8CH/9/DjnnhIng2njet7O2vrG5tZ3bcXf39g8O80fHdR2nimGNxSJWzZBqFFxizXAjsJkopFEosBEO76Z54xGV5rF8MKMEg4j2Je9xRo21qoNOvuCVvJnIKvgLKNx8uNfJ5MutdPKf7W7M0gilYYJq3fK9xAQZVYYzgWO32E41JpQNaR9bFiWNUAfZbNIxKVqnS3qxsk8aMnPdXx0ZjbQeRaGtjKgZ6OVsav6XtVLTuwoyLpPUoGTzj3qpICYm07VJlytkRowsUKa4HZawAVWUGXsc117BX955FeoXJd9y1SuUb2GuHJzCGZyDD5dQhnuoQA0YIDzBC7w6Q+fZeXPe56VrzqLnBP7ImfwAleyQVA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="CwrTqZMGxBWyDA1kkukXZWSs6EU=">AAAB9nicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb4VfXoJVgKnkriRY9FLx4r2A9oYtlsNu3SzSbsTsQS+j88CQri1f/iyX/jts1BW19YeHhnhpl9w0xwja77ba2tb2xubVd27N29/YPD6tFxR6e5oqxNU5GqXkg0E1yyNnIUrJcpRpJQsG44vpnVu49MaZ7Ke5xkLEjIUPKYU4LGevCRi4gVfmvEpwMcVGtuw53LWQWvhBqUag2qX36U0jxhEqkgWvc9N8OgIAo5FWxq1/1cs4zQMRmyvkFJEqaDYn721KkbJ3LiVJkn0Zm79q+JgiRaT5LQdCYER3q5NjP/q/VzjK+CgsssRybpYlGcCwdTZ5aBE3HFKIqJAUIVN8c6dEQUoWiSsk0K3vKfV6Fz0fAM37m15nWZRwVO4QzOwYNLaMIttKANFBQ8wyu8WU/Wi/VufSxa16xy5gT+yPr8AUcJkuM=</latexit>
sha1_base64="YxZtj7szTsjptpFLnLDSbhvZRT0=">AAAB9nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ4qwpu3ARLwVVJ3Oiy6MZlC/YCTayTybQdOpmEmROxhL6HK0FB3Pourtz4LE4vC239YeDjP+dwzvxhKrhG1/2yVlbX1jc2C1v29s7u3n7x4LCpk0xR1qCJSFQ7JJoJLlkDOQrWThUjcShYKxxeT+qtB6Y0T+QtjlIWxKQveY9Tgsa685GLiOV+bcDHXewWS27FncpZBm8Opepx/fseAGrd4qcfJTSLmUQqiNYdz00xyIlCTgUb22U/0ywldEj6rGNQkpjpIJ+ePXbKxomcXqLMk+hMXfvXRE5irUdxaDpjggO9WJuY/9U6GfYug5zLNEMm6WxRLxMOJs4kAyfiilEUIwOEKm6OdeiAKELRJGWbFLzFPy9D87ziGa6bOK5gpgKcwCmcgQcXUIUbqEEDKCh4ghd4tR6tZ+vNep+1rljzmSP4I+vjB9eGlMg=</latexit>
sha1_base64="cOxf9eqmOEG1rWNYURGihHbWyg4=">AAAB9nicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8VQU3bgZLwVVJ3Oiy1I3LFuwFmlgmk0k7dDIJMydiCX0PV4KCuBJ8CN/AlRufxelloa0/DHz85xzOmT9IBdfgOF/Wyura+sZmYcve3tnd2y8eHLZ0kinKmjQRieoERDPBJWsCB8E6qWIkDgRrB8OrSb19x5TmibyBUcr8mPQljzglYKxbD7gIWe7VB3zcg16x5FScqfAyuHMoVY8b3/yt9lHvFT+9MKFZzCRQQbTuuk4Kfk4UcCrY2C57mWYpoUPSZ12DksRM+/n07DEuGyfEUaLMk4Cnrv1rIiex1qM4MJ0xgYFerE3M/2rdDKJLP+cyzYBJOlsUZQJDgicZ4JArRkGMDBCquDkW0wFRhIJJyjYpuIt/XobWecU13DBx1NBMBXSCTtEZctEFqqJrVEdNRJFCD+gJPVv31qP1Yr3OWles+cwR+iPr/QcqkpaE</latexit>

˜t

||
<latexit sha1_base64="fLbjkZpEvSOMfK0ayncZYDZzsek=">AAACA3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu8RV2Jm2ApuLEkbnRZdOOygr1AE8JkMmmHTi7MnAglKa58FFeCgrj1KVz5Nk7aLLT1h4Fv/nMOM+f3U84kWNa3trK6tr6xWdvSt3d29/aNg8OuTDJBaIckPBF9H0vKWUw7wIDTfioojnxOe/74pqz3HqiQLInvYZJSN8LDmIWMYFCWZxwXhdMeMQ/OHWA8oHl5m3pQFJ5Rt5rWTOYy2BXUUaW2Z3w5QUKyiMZAOJZyYFspuDkWwAinU73hZJKmmIzxkA4Uxjii0s1nO0zNhnICM0yEOjGYM1f/NZHjSMpJ5KvOCMNILtZK87/aIIPwys1ZnGZAYzJ/KMy4CYlZBmIGTFACfKIAE8HUZ00ywgITULHpKgV7cedl6F40bcV3Vr11XeVRQyfoFJ0hG12iFrpFbdRBBD2iZ/SK3rQn7UV71z7mrStaNXOE/kj7/AFj35fv</latexit>
sha1_base64="Env/UI1H2sebUvCDWlfdoAbUyI0=">AAACA3icbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6iV2CwJAUEMuzZaBm0sI5gLZJdldjJJhsxemDkrhN1g5XvYWAkKYutTWPk2Ti6FJv4w8M1/zmHm/H4suELL+jZyK6tr6xv5zcLW9s7uXnH/oKmiRFLWoJGIZNsnigkesgZyFKwdS0YCX7CWP7ye1Fv3TCoehXc4ipkbkH7Ie5wS1JZXPMoypz7gHp45yEWXpZPb2MMs84plq2pNZS6DPYdyreScPgFA3St+Od2IJgELkQqiVMe2YnRTIpFTwcaFipMoFhM6JH3W0RiSgCk3ne4wNiva6Zq9SOoTojl1C78mUhIoNQp83RkQHKjF2sT8r9ZJsHfppjyME2QhnT3US4SJkTkJxOxyySiKkQZCJdefNemASEJRx1bQKdiLOy9D87xqa77VcVzBTHk4hhKcgA0XUIMbqEMDKDzAM7zCm/FovBjvxsesNWfMZw7hj4zPH3fnmXg=</latexit>
sha1_base64="rvTfT7/ke4BiCRg5mWbiQqAAJUc=">AAACA3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLepK3ISWgiCWxI0ui25cVrAXaEKYTKbt0MkkzJwIIS2ufANfwZWgIG59Cld9G6eXhVZ/GPjmP+cwc/4g4UyBbU+Mwsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu2fuH7RUnEpCmyTmsewEWFHOBG0CA047iaQ4CjhtB8Prab19T6VisbiDLKFehPuC9RjBoC3fPBqN3MaA+XDmAuMhzae3sQ+jkW9W7Jo9k/UXnAVU6mX39GlSzxq++eWGMUkjKoBwrFTXsRPwciyBEU7HpaqbKppgMsR92tUocESVl892GFtV7YRWL5b6CLBmbunHRI4jpbIo0J0RhoFark3N/2rdFHqXXs5EkgIVZP5QL+UWxNY0ECtkkhLgmQZMJNOftcgAS0xAx1bSKTjLO/+F1nnN0Xyr47hCcxXRMSqjE+SgC1RHN6iBmoigB/SMXtGb8Wi8GO/Gx7y1YCxmDtEvGZ/fgtea/g==</latexit>
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the proposed framework. Given a temporal sequence of images, we first extract
per-image features φt . We train a temporal encoder fmovie that learns a representation of 3D human dynamics
Φt over the temporal window centered at frame t, illustrated in the blue region. From Φt , we predict the 3D
human pose and shape Θt , as well as the change in pose in the nearby ±∆t frames. The primary loss is 2D
reprojection error, with an adversarial prior to make sure that the recovered poses are valid. We incorporate
3D losses when 3D annotations are available. We also train a hallucinator h that takes a single image feature
φt and learns to hallucinate its temporal representation Φ̃t . At test time, the hallucinator can be used to
predict dynamics from a single image.

Problem Setup
Our input is a video V = {It }Tt=1 of length T , where each frame is a bounding-box crop
centered around a detected person. We encode the tth image frame It with a visual feature φt ,
obtained from a pretrained feature extractor. We train a function fmovie that learns a representation
Φt that encodes the 3D dynamics of a human body given a temporal context of image features
centered at frame t. Intuitively, Φt is the representation of a “movie strip” of 3D human body in
motion at frame t. We also learn a hallucinator h : φt 7→ Φt , whose goal is to hallucinate the movie
strip representation from a static image feature φt .
We ensure that the movie strip representation Φt captures the 3D human body dynamics by
predicting the 3D mesh of a human body from Φt at different time steps. The 3D mesh of a human
body in an image is represented by 85 parameters, denoted by Θ = {β, θ, Π}, which consists
of shape, pose, and camera parameters. We use the SMPL body model [83], which is a function
M(β, θ) ∈ RN ×3 that outputs the N = 6890 vertices of a triangular mesh given the shape β and
pose θ. Shape parameters β ∈ R10 define the linear coefficients of a low-dimensional statistical
shape model, and pose parameters θ ∈ R72 define the global rotation of the body and the 3D
relative rotations of the kinematic skeleton of 23 joints in axis-angle representation. Please see
[83] for more details. The mesh vertices define 3D locations of k joints X ∈ Rk×3 = W M(β, θ)
via a pre-trained linear regressor W ∈ Rk×N . We also solve for the weak-perspective camera
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Π = [s, tx , ty ] that projects the body into the image plane. We denote x = Π(X(β, θ)) as the
projection of the 3D joints.
While this is a well-formed supervised learning task if the ground truth values were available
for every video, such 3D supervision is costly to obtain and not available in general. Acquiring 3D
supervision requires extensive instrumentation such as a motion capture (MoCap) rig, and these
videos captured in a controlled environment do not reflect the complexity of the real world. While
more practical solutions are being introduced [88], 3D supervision is not available for millions
of videos that are being uploaded daily on the Internet. In this work, we wish to harness this
potentially infinite data source of unlabeled video and propose a framework that can learn 3D
motion from pseudo-ground truth 2D pose predictions obtained from an off-the-shelf 2D pose
detector. Our approach can learn from three tiers of data sources at once: First, we use the MoCap
datasets {(Vi , Θi , xi )} with full 3D supervision Θi for each video along with ground truth 2D pose
annotations for k joints xi = {xt ∈ Rk×2 }Tt=1 in each frame. Second, we use datasets of videos in
the wild obtained from a monocular camera with human-annotated 2D pose: {(Vi , xi )}. Third, we
also experiment with videos with pseudo-ground truth 2D pose: {(Vi , x̃i )}. See Table 4.1 for the
list of datasets and their details.

Learning 3D Human Dynamics from Video
A dynamics model of a 3D human body captures how the body changes in 3D over a small
change in time. Therefore, we formulate this problem as learning a temporal representation that
can simultaneously predict the current 3D body and pose changes in a short time period. To do
this, we learn a temporal encoder fmovie and a 3D regressor f3D that predict the 3D human mesh
representation at the current frame, as well as delta 3D regressors f∆t that predict how the 3D pose
changes in ±∆t time steps.
Temporal Encoder Our temporal encoder consists of several layers of a 1D fully convolutional
network fmovie that encodes a temporal window of image features centered at t into a representation
Φt that encapsulates the 3D dynamics. We use a fully convolutional model for its simplicity. Recent
literature also suggests that feed-forward convolutional models empirically out-perform recurrent
models while being parallelizable and easier to train with more stable gradients [12, 92]. Our
temporal convolution network has a ResNet [50] based architecture similar to [12, 1].
The output of the temporal convolution network is sent to a 3D regressor f3D : Φt 7→ Θt that
predicts the 3D human mesh representation at frame t. We use the same iterative 3D regressor
architecture proposed in [60]. Simply having a temporal context reduces ambiguity in 3D pose,
shape, and viewpoint, resulting in a temporally smooth 3D mesh reconstruction. In order to train
these modules from 2D pose annotations, we employ the reprojection loss [136] and the adversarial
prior proposed in [60] to constrain the output pose to lie in the space of possible human poses. The
3D losses are also used when 3D ground truth is available. Specifically, the loss for the current
frame consists of the reprojection loss on visible keypoints L2D = ||vt (xt − x̂t )||22 , where vt ∈ Rk×2
is the visibility indicator over each keypoint, the 3D loss if available, L3D = ||Θt − Θ̂t ||22 , and the
factorized adversarial prior of [60], which trains a discriminator Dk for each joint rotation of the
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P
body model Ladv prior = k (Dk (Θ) − 1)2 . In this work, we regularize the shape predictions using a
shape prior Lβ prior [16]. Together the loss for frame t consists of Lt = L2D +L3D +Ladv prior +Lβ prior .
Furthermore, each sequence is of the same person, so while the pose and camera may change every
frame, the shape remains constant. We express this constraint as a constant shape loss over each
sequence:
T −1
X
Lconst shape =
||βt − βt+1 ||.
(4.1)
t=1

Predicting Dynamics We enforce that the learned temporal representation captures the 3D human dynamics by predicting the 3D pose changes in a local time step ±∆t. Since we are training
with videos, we readily have the 2D and/or 3D targets at nearby frames of t to train the dynamics
predictors. Learning to predict 3D changes encourages the network to pay more attention to the
temporal cues, and our experiments show that adding this auxiliary loss improves the 3D prediction
results. Specifically, given a movie strip representation of the temporal context at frame Φt , our
goal is to learn a dynamics predictor f∆t that predicts the change in 3D parameters of the human
body at time t ± ∆t.
In predicting dynamics, we only estimate the change in 3D pose parameters θ, as the shape
should remain constant and the weak-perspective camera accounts for where the human is in the
detected bounding box. In particular, to improve the robustness of the current pose estimation
during training, we augment the image frames with random jitters in scale and translation which
emulates the noise in real human detectors. However, such noise should not be modeled by the
dynamics predictor.
For this task, we propose a dynamics predictor f∆t that outputs the 72D change in 3D pose ∆θ.
f∆t is a function that maps Φt and the predicted current pose θt to the predicted change in pose
∆θ for a specific time step ∆t. The delta predictors are trained such that the predicted pose in the
new timestep θt+∆t = θt + ∆θ minimizes the reprojection, 3D, and the adversarial prior losses at
time frame t + ∆t. We use the shape predicted in the current time t to obtain the mesh for t ± ∆t
frames. To compute the reprojection loss without predicted camera, we solve for the optimal scale
s and translation ~t that aligns the orthographically projected 3D joints xorth = X[:, : 2] with the
visible ground truth 2D joints xgt : mins,~t ||(sxorth + ~t) − xgt ||2 . A closed form solution exists for
this problem, and we use the optimal camera Π∗ = [s∗ , ~t∗ ] to compute the reprojection error on
poses predicted at times t ± ∆t. Our formulation factors away axes of variation, such as shape
and camera, so that the delta predictor focuses on learning the temporal evolution of 3D pose. In
summary, the overall objective for the temporal encoder is
X
X
Ltemporal =
Lt +
Lt+∆t + Lconst shape .
(4.2)
t

∆t

In this work we experiment with two ∆t at {−5, 5} frames, which amounts to ±0.2 seconds for a
25 fps video.
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Hallucinating Motion from Static Images
Given the framework for learning a representation for 3D human dynamics, we now describe
how to transfer this knowledge to static images. The idea is to learn a hallucinator h : φt 7→ Φ̃t
that maps a single-frame representation φt to its “movie strip” representation Φ̃t . One advantage
of working with videos is that during training, the target representation Φt is readily available
for every frame t from the temporal encoder. Thus, the hallucinator can be trained in a weaklysupervised manner, minimizing the difference between the hallucinated movie strip and the actual
movie strip obtained from fmovie :
Lhal = ||Φt − Φ̃t ||2 .
(4.3)
Furthermore, we pass the hallucinated movie strip to the f3D regressor to minimize the single-view
loss as well as the delta predictors f∆t . This ensures that the hallucinated features are not only
similar to the actual movie strip but can also predict dynamics. All predictor weights are shared
among the actual and hallucinated representations.
In summary we jointly train the temporal encoder, hallucinator, and the delta 3D predictors
together with overall objective:
X
L = Ltemporal + Lhal + Lt (Φ̃t ) +
Lt+∆t (Φ̃t ).
(4.4)
∆t

See Figure 4.2 for the overview of our framework.

4.4

Learning from Unlabeled Video

Although our approach can be trained on 2D pose annotations, annotated data is always limited
– the annotation effort for labeling keypoints in videos is substantial. However, millions of videos
are uploaded to the Internet every day. On YouTube alone, 300 hours of video are uploaded every
minute [10].
Therefore, we curate two Internet-scraped datasets with pseudo-ground truth 2D pose obtained
by running OpenPose [23]. An added advantage of OpenPose is that it detects toe points, which
are not labeled in any of the video datasets with 2D ground truth. Our first dataset is VLOGpeople, a subset of the VLOG lifestyle dataset [38] on which OpenPose fires consistently. To get
a more diverse range of human dynamics, we collect another dataset, InstaVariety, from Instagram
using 84 hashtags such as #instruction, #swimming, and #dancing. A large proportion of the
videos we collected contain only one or two people moving with much of their bodies visible, so
OpenPose [22] produced reasonably good quality 2D annotations. For videos that contain multiple
people, we form our pseudo-ground truth by linking the per-frame skeletons from OpenPose using
the Hungarian algorithm-based tracker from Detect and Track [43]. A clear advantage of unlabeled
videos is that they can be easily collected at a significantly larger scale than videos with humanannotated 2D pose. Altogether, our pseudo-ground truth data has over 28 hours of 2D-annotated
footage, compared to the 79 minutes of footage in the human-labeled datasets. See Table 4.1 for
the full dataset comparison.
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Annotation Type

Dataset Name

Total Frames

Total Length (min)

Avg. Length (sec)

GT 3D

GT 2D

Human3.6M

581k

387

48

X

X

Penn Action
NBA (Ours)

77k
43k

51
28

3
3

VLOG people (Ours)
InstaVariety (ours)

353k
2.1M

236 (4 hr)
1459 (1 day)

8
6

X
X

In-the-wild

X
X
X
X

Table 4.1: Three tiers of video datasets. We jointly train on videos with: full ground truth 2D and 3D pose
supervision, only ground truth 2D supervision, and pseudo-ground truth 2D supervision. Note the difference
in scale for pseudo-ground truth datasets.

4.5

Experimental Setup

Architecture: We use Resnet-50 [50] pretrained on single-view 3D human pose and shape prediction [60] as our feature extractor, where φi ∈ R2048 is the the average pooled features of the last
layer. Since training on video requires a large amount of memory, we precompute the image features on each frame similarly to [1]. This allow us to train on 20 frames of video with mini-batch
size of 8 on a single 1080ti GPU. Our temporal encoder consists of 1D temporal convolutional
layers, where each layer is a residual block of two 1D convolutional layers of kernel width of 3
with group norm. We use three of these layers, producing an effective receptive field size of 13
frames. The final output of the temporal encoder has the same feature dimension as φ. Our hallucinator contains two fully-connected layers of size 2048 with skip connection. Please see the
supplementary material for more details.
Datasets: Human3.6M [55] is the only dataset with ground truth 3D annotations that we train on.
It consists of motion capture sequences of actors performing tasks in a controlled lab environment.
We follow the standard protocol [60] and train on 4 subjects (S1, S6, S7, S8) and test on 2 subjects
(S9, S11) with 1 subject (S5) as the validation set.
For in-the-wild video datasets with 2D ground truth pose annotations, we use the Penn Action
[146] dataset and our own NBA dataset. Penn Action consists of 15 sports actions, with 1257
training videos and 1068 test. We set aside 10% of the test set as validation. The NBA dataset contains videos of basketball players attempting 3-point shots in 16 basketball games. Each sequence
contains one set of 2D annotations for a single player. We split the dataset into 562 training videos,
64 validation, and 151 test. Finally, we also experiment with the new pseudo-ground truth 2D
datasets (Section 4.4). See Table 4.1 for the summary of each dataset. Unless otherwise indicated,
all models are trained with Human3.6M, Penn Action, and NBA.
We evaluate our approach on the recent 3D Poses in the Wild dataset (3DPW) [88], which
contains 61 sequences (25 train, 25 test, 12 val) of indoor and outdoor activities. Portable IMUs
provide ground truth 3D annotations on challenging in-the-wild videos. To remain comparable to
existing methods, we do not train on 3DPW and only used it as a test set. For evaluations on all
datasets, we skip frames that have fewer than 6 visible keypoints.
As our goal is not human detection, we assume a temporal tube of human detections is avail-
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Figure 4.3: Qualitative results of our approach on sequences from Penn Action, NBA, and VLOG.
For each sequence, the top row shows the cropped input images, the middle row shows the predicted mesh, and the bottom row shows a different angle of the predicted mesh. Our method
produces smooth, temporally consistent predictions.
able. We use ground truth 2D bounding boxes if available, and otherwise use the output of OpenPose to obtain a temporally smooth tube of human detections. All images are scaled to 224x224
where the humans are roughly scaled to be 150px in height.

4.6

Experiments

We first evaluate the efficacy of the learned temporal representation and compare the model
to local approaches that only use a single image. We also compare our approaches to state-ofthe-art 3D pose methods on 3DPW. We then evaluate the effectiveness of training on pseudoground truth 2D poses. Finally, we quantitatively evaluate the dynamics prediction from a static
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Figure 4.4: Predicting 3D dynamics. In the top row, the boxed image is the single-frame input to
the hallucinator while the left and right images are the ground truth past and future respectively.
The second and third rows show two views of the predicted meshes for the past, present, and future
given the input image.
image on Human3.6M. We show qualitative results on video prediction in Figure 4.3 and static
image dynamics prediction in Figure 4.1 and 4.4. Please see the supplementary for more ablations,
metrics, and discussion of failure modes. In addition, a video with more of our results is available
at https://youtu.be/9fNKSZdsAG8.

Local vs Temporal Context
3DPW

NBA

Penn Action

PCK ↑ MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ Accel Error ↓ PCK ↑ Accel PCK ↑ Accel
Single-view retrained [60] 84.1
Context. no dynamics
82.6
Contextual
86.4

130.0
139.2
127.1

76.7
78.4
80.1

37.4
15.2
16.4

55.9
64.2
68.4

163.6
46.6
44.1

73.2
71.2
77.9

79.9
29.3
29.7

Table 4.2: Local vs temporal context. Our temporal encoder produces smoother predictions, significantly
lowering the acceleration error. We also find that training for dynamic prediction considerably improves 2D
keypoint estimation.

We first evaluate the proposed temporal encoder by comparing with a single-view approach
that only sees a local window of one frame. As the baseline for the local window, we use a model
similar to [60], re-trained on the same training data for a fair comparison. We also run an ablation
by training our model with our temporal encoder but without the dynamics predictions f∆t .
In order to measure smooth predictions, we propose an acceleration error, which measures the
average difference between ground truth 3D acceleration and predicted 3D acceleration of each
joint in mm/s2 . This can be computed on 3DPW where ground truth 3D joints are available. On
2D datasets, we simply report the acceleration in mm/s2 .
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H36M

MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓
Martinez [89]
SMPLify [16]
TP-Net [30]
Ours

199.2
163.7
127.1

157.0
106.1
92.3
80.1

47.7
82.3
36.3
58.1

Ours + InstaVariety

116.5

72.6

56.9

Table 4.3: Comparison to state-of-the-art 3D pose reconstruction approaches. Our approach achieves stateof-the-art performance on 3DPW. Good performance on Human3.6M does not always translate to good 3D
pose prediction on in-the-wild videos.

We also report other standard metrics. For 3DPW, we report the mean per joint position error
(MPJPE) and the MPJPE after Procrustes Alignment (PA-MPJPE). Both are measured in millimeters. On datasets with only 2D ground truth, we report accuracy in 2D pose via percentage of
correct keypoints [140] with α = 0.05.
We report the results on three datasets in Table 4.2. Overall, we find that our method produces
modest gains in 3D pose estimation, large gains in 2D, and a very significant improvement in acceleration error. The temporal context helps to resolve ambiguities, producing smoother, temporally
consistent results. Our ablation study shows that access to temporal context alone is not enough;
using the auxiliary dynamics loss is important to force the network to learn the dynamics of the
human.
Comparison to state-of-the-art approaches. In Table 4.3, we compare our approach to other
state-of-the-art methods. None of the approaches train on 3DPW. Note that Martinez [89] performs
well on the Human3.6M benchmark but achieves the worst performance on 3DPW, showing that
methods trained exclusively on Human3.6M do not generalize to in-the-wild images. We also
compare our approach to TP-Net, a recently-proposed semi-supervised approach that is trained on
Human3.6M and MPII 2D pose in-the-wild dataset [9]. TP-Net also learns a temporal smoothing
network supervised on Human3.6M. While this approach is highly competitive on Human3.6M,
our approach significantly out-performs TP-Net on in-the-wild video. We only compare feedforward approaches and not methods that smooth the 3D predictions via post-optimization. Such
post-processing methods are complementary to feed-forward approaches and would benefit any of
the approaches.

Training on pseudo-ground truth 2D pose
Here we report results of models trained on the two Internet-scale datasets we collected with
pseudo-ground truth 2D pose annotations (See Table 4.4). We find that the adding more data
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3DPW

NBA

Penn

PCK ↑ MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ PCK ↑ PCK ↑
Ours
Ours + VLOG
Ours + InstaVariety

86.4
91.7
92.9

127.1
126.7
116.5

80.1
77.7
72.6

68.4
68.2
68.1

77.9
78.6
78.7

Table 4.4: Learning from unlabeled video via pseudo ground truth 2D pose. We collected our own 2D
pose datasets by running OpenPose on unlabeled video. Training with these pseudo-ground truth datasets
induces significant improvements across the board.

Past

Current

Future

PA-MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓
N.N.
Const.
Ours 1
Ours 2

71.6
68.6
65.0
65.7

50.9
58.1
58.1
60.7

70.7
69.3
65.3
66.3

Table 4.5: Evaluation of dynamic prediction on Human3.6M. The Nearest Neighbors baseline uses the pose
in the training set with the lowest PA-MPJPE with the ground truth current pose to make past and future
predictions. The constant baseline uses the current prediction as the future and past predictions. Ours 1 is
the prediction model with Eq. 4.3, Ours 2 is that without Eq. 4.3.

monotonically improves the model performance both in terms of 3D pose and 2D pose reprojection error. Using the largest dataset, InstaVariety, 3D pose error reduces by 9% and 2D pose
accuracy increases by 8% on 3DPW. We see a small improvement or no change on 2D datasets.
It is encouraging to see that not just 2D but also 3D pose improves from pseudo-groundtruth 2D
pose annotations.

Predicting dynamics
We quantitatively evaluate our static image to 3D dynamics prediction. Since there are no other
methods that predict 3D poses from 2D images, we propose two baselines: a constant baseline that
outputs the current frame prediction for both past and future, and an Oracle Nearest Neighbors
baseline. We evaluate our method on Human3.6M and compare with both baselines in Table 4.5.
Clearly, predicting dynamics from a static image is a challenging task due to inherent ambiguities in pose and the stochasticity of motion. Our approach works well for ballistic motions in
which there is no ambiguity in the direction of the motion. When it’s not clear if the person is
going up or down our model learns to predict no change.
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Discussion

We propose an end-to-end model that learns a model of 3D human dynamics that can 1) obtain smooth 3D prediction from video and 2) hallucinate 3D dynamics on single images at test
time. We train a simple but effective temporal encoder from which the current 3D human body as
well as how the 3D pose changes can be estimated. Our approach can be trained on videos with
2D pose annotations in a semi-supervised manner, and we show empirically that our model can
improve from training on an Internet-scale dataset with pseudo-groundtruth 2D poses. While we
show promising results, much more remains to be done in recovering 3D human body from video.
Upcoming challenges include dealing with occlusions and interactions between multiple people.

4.8

Supplementary

Model architecture
Temporal Encoder Figure 4.5 visualizes the architecture of our temporal encoder fmovie . Each
1D convolution has temporal kernel size 3 and filter size 2048. For group norm, we use 32 groups
each with 64 channels. We repeat the residual block 3 times, which gives us a field of view of 13
frames.

Conv1D

+

ReLU
GroupNorm
Conv1D
ReLU
GroupNorm

3x

Figure 4.5: Architecture of the temporal encoder fmovie .

Hallucinator Our hallucinator consists of two fully-connected layers of 2048 neurons, whose
output gets added to the original φ as a skip connection.
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3D regressors Our f3D regresses the 85D Θt vector in an iterative error feedback (IEF) loop
[24, 60], where the current estimates are progressively updated by the regressor. Specifically, the
(j)
regressor takes in the current image feature φt and current parameter estimate Θt , and outputs
(j)
(j+1)
(j)
(j)
corrections ∆Θt . The current estimate gets updated by this correction Θt
= ∆Θt + Θt .
(0)
This loop is repeated 3 times. We initialize the Θt to be the mean values Θ̄, which we also update
as a learned parameter.
The regressor consists of two fully-connected layers, both with 1024 neurons, with a dropout
layer in between, followed by a final layer that outputs the 85D outputs. All weights are shared.
The dynamics predictors f±∆t has a similar form, except it only outputs the 72-D changes in
(0)
pose θ, and the initial estimate is set to the prediction of the current frame t, i.e.θt+∆t = θt . Each
f±∆t learns a separate set of weights.

Additional Ablations and Evaluations
In Table 4.6, we evaluate our method and comparable methods on 2D/3D pose and 3D shape
recovery. We provide another ablation of our approach where the constant shape loss (Eq. 1) is not
used (Ours – Const). In addition, we include full results from our ablation studies.
Shape Evaluation To measure shape predictions, we report Posed Mesh Error (Mesh Pos),
which computes the mean Euclidean distance between the predicted and ground truth 3D meshes.
Since this metric is affected by the quality of the pose predictions, we also report Unposed Mesh
Error (Mesh Unp), which computes the same but with a fixed T-pose to evaluate shape independently of pose accuracy. Both metrics are in units of mm. Note that accurately capturing the shape
of the subject is challenging since only 4 ground truth shapes are available in Human3.6M when
training.

Failure Modes
While our experiments show promising results, there is still room for improvement.
Smoothing Overall, our method obtains smooth results, but it can struggle in challenging situations, such as person-to-person occlusions or fast motions. Additionally, extreme or rare poses
(e.g.stretching, ballet) are difficult to capture.
Dynamics Prediction Clearly, predicting the past and future dynamics from a single image is a
challenging problem. Even for us humans, from a single image alone, many motions are ambiguous. Figure 4.6 visualizes a canonical example of such ambiguity, where it is unclear from the
input center image if she is about to raise her arms or lower them. In these cases, our model learns
to predict constant pose.
Furthermore, even the pose in a single image can be ambiguous, for example due to motion blur
in videos. Figure 4.7 illustrates a typical example, where the tennis player’s arm has disappeared
and therefore the model cannot discern whether the person is facing left or right. When the current
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3DPW

H3.6M

Penn Action

PCK ↑ MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ Accel Err ↓ Mesh Pos ↓ Mesh Unp ↓ MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ Accel Err ↓

PCK ↑

Martinez [89]
SMPLify [16]
TP-Net [31]

-

199.2
163.7

157.0
106.1
92.3

-

211.2
-

61.2
-

62.9
52.1

47.7
82.3
36.3

-

-

Ours
Ours + VLOG
Ours + InstaVariety

86.4
91.7
92.9

127.1
126.7
116.5

80.1
77.7
72.6

16.4
15.7
14.3

144.4
147.4
138.6

25.8
29.7
26.7

87.0
85.9
83.7

58.1
58.3
56.9

9.3
9.3
9.3

77.9
78.6
78.7

Single-view retrained [60] 84.1
Ours – Dynamics
82.6
Ours – Const
86.5

130.0
139.2
128.3

76.7
78.4
78.2

37.4
15.2
16.6

144.9
155.2
145.9

24.4
24.8
27.5

94.0
88.6
83.5

59.3
58.3
57.8

23.9
9.1
9.3

73.2
71.2
78.1

Table 4.6: Evaluation of baselines, ablations, and our proposed method on 2D and 3D keypoints and 3D
mesh. We compare with three other feed-forward methods that predict 3D joints. None of the models are
trained on 3DPW, all of the models are trained on H3.6M, and only our models are trained on Penn Action
(TP-Net also uses MPII 2D dataset). We show that training with pseudo-ground truth 2D annotations significantly improves 2D and 3D predictions on the in-the-wild video dataset 3DPW. Single-view is retrained on
our data. Ours – Dynamics is trained without the past and future regressors f±∆t . Ours – Const is trained
without Lconst shape .

frame prediction is poor, the resulting dynamics predictions are also not correct, since the dynamics
predictions are initialized from the pose of the current frame.
Note that incorporating temporal context resolves many of these static-image ambiguities.
Actual past

Input

Actual future

Predictions
(from a single
input)

Different VP

Figure 4.6: Ambiguous motion. Dynamic prediction is difficult from the center image alone, where
her arms may reasonably lift or lower in the future.
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Actual future

Predictions
(from a single
input)

Different VP

Figure 4.7: Ambiguous pose. The tennis player’s pose in the input, center image is difficult to
disambiguate between hunched forward verses arched backward due to the motion blur. This
makes it challenging for our model to recover accurate dynamics predictions from the single image.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have presented a number of advances towards learning to predict human
behavior. In particular, in Chapter 2, we presented methods for predicting future events. In Chapter
3, we presented methods for predicting how events will evolve, specifically by predicting human
motion. We further personalized predictions based on the identities of the moving agents. Both for
events and for motion prediction, we largely operated in an overhead view representation of sports
game play. In Chapter 4, we worked towards making predictions from appearance alone, where we
presented a framework for learning 3D human dynamics from video that is capable of outputting
smooth 3D predictions of a persons pose and shape in videos. And further, from a single image, it
can recover the current 3D pose and shape as well as its 3D motions in the immediate surrounding
moments. With these methods, there is still much room for improvement. Below we discuss some
of the challenges that remain, and some possible future directions.
Long-term prediction: Accurately predicting farther in the future is harder. While our predictions for player motion in Chapter 3 are somewhat long-term, extending up to 8 seconds, our
predictions in Chapter 4, for example, are only within an 11-frame window around a given snapshot. And, our event-based predictions are largely for the next future event. However, in any of
these cases, we could extend our model to include auto-regressive prediction for longer-term forecasting, as has been shown to be successful for generating long sequences of motion with [cite
the autoconditioning paper]. Only in Chapter 4, where our hallucinator relies on past and future
frames, would we need to adapt our model prior to incorporating an auto-regressive framework.
However, replacing our presented temporal encoder in Chapter 4 with a causal version, does enable
auto-regressive predictions of future 3D human motion.
Multi-modal prediction: Naturally, the future is uncertain. Capturing this uncertainty with
multi-modal predictions is an area of active research. In Chapter 3, we explicitly attempt to model
the distribution of future motion with a variational layer. However, while our predictions are quite
good, we are largely unsuccessful with capturing a variety of different possible futures. Recent
work from [77] introduces an alternative generative framework with demonstrated success with
image synthesis [78]. Adapting this method to our prediction tasks could enable multi-modal
predictions.
Multi-type prediction: In this work, we present distinct methods for predicting future events
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and future motion. However, in real life, events and motion are intertwined. Events provide a
coarse description for what occurs, whereas motion provides the information about how an event
occurs. Recent work shows promise with generating player trajectories using weakly supervised
macro intents [145], which capture activity information. While other recent work shows the benefit
of using motion prediction as an auxiliary task for learning to recognize actions in fly motion
trajectories [34].
Representation: The overhead representation of game play that we present in Chapter 2, and
subsequently rely on in Chapter 3, has the advantage of capturing well the player spacing and motion, which may be more difficult to capture directly from the pixels alone. However, the drawback
is that it loses all information about pose and appearance. Methods that jointly incorporate both of
these representations should be able to learn to take advantage of the benefits of each when making
predictions. For example, if we provide, as an additional feature to our random forest the oracle
(discretized) direction a player is facing, performance significantly improves. With four direction
bins, we can surpass non-expert performance and start to approach expert-level performance here
the prediction accuracy is in the low 60s.
Learning without ground truth supervision: In Chapter 4, we demonstrate noticeable performance improvement by using pseudo-ground truth 2D pose labels from more than one day’s
worth of footage from Internet videos. While an obvious extension would be to incorporate more
and better data into learning (as pose detectors improve), another direction would be to incorporate pseudo-ground truth 3D data. For example, the OpenPose [22] authors have recently released
3D triangulation from multiple single views to estimate 3D pose in multi-view video footage. As
Human3.6m, the primary source of 3D ground truth data, is limited in its actions, this may be able
to provide 3D supervision for a wide variety of activities.
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